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CANAL BOND ISSUE

WITNESS

Secretary of the Treasury Will
ceive Bids on Paper Worth

IfANVLISSIB
BECOMES CONVICT

19.
Secro.aiy
Washington, Nov.
has made
public the an- Self-Confessed
nouncement that he will receive bids
up to the close of business on DecemPeni-ber 5 next for $30,000,000 Panama canal bonds, or any part thereof, to bear
2 per cent interest.
The bonds will be
f
dated November 1, 190S, thus making
this a new issue, and interest will begin as of that date. The bonds, by the
SUCCESS terms1 of the law authorizing tl"Mr is- PROMPTLY PUT TO
SECRET
sue, will be redeemable in gold in ten
V
years from their date, and payable in
Fear
As
He
C
Would
That
evidence
an
and
Growth
of
m.
Its Wonderful
good
thirty years.
faith, the secretary requires each bid mit Saicide Caused C
Shrewd
Due
to
ange
Prosperity
to be accompanied by a certified check
I
of
Plans.
treasto
the
Business Methods
of
the
payable
secretary
ury for two per cent of the amount of
the bid.
Chicago, Xov. 19. Peter Van
New York, Nov. 19. John D. RockeTh bonds will be issued in denomfeller's own story of the upbuilding of inations of $20, $100 and $1,000 of couvger to the
the great Standard Oil company and of pon bonds', and of $20, $100, $1,000 amount of more than $ 1)0,000, was taken to the state prison at Joliet under
his immense personal fortune, has and $10,000 of
registered bond3. They guard of Sheriff Strashem today. Fear
interest, to the
given a tremendous
will be exempt from al! taxes or duthat, the disgraced financier might atlong drawn out and often tedious hear- ties of the United
States, as well as
ings in the government's suit to dis- taxation in any form by or under state tempt suicide was given as the reaoil trust.
son for his removal from the county
solve the
municipal or local authority.
In two hours on the witness stand
to
national jail sooner than had been intended.;
They will he available
Becomes Convict No. 603.
yesterday Mr. Rockefeller told of how banks as security for circulating notes,
In the early days when, as a pioneer in and receivable as
Joliet, 111., Nov. 19 Peter Van
for public
security
refining petroleum, he started on al- deposits in national banks. The law
forger to the ex
most nothing and soon oustripped all forbids their sale at less than
tent
of
became convict
$700,000,
and
today
par,
rivals. He declared it was through provides that all citizens of the Unit- No. GO;!. Only four days have elapsed
the introduction of economics, by tak- ed States shall have equal opportunity since the Chicago real
estate man
startled a wide circle of friends and
to subscribe therefor.
ing advantage of every favorable
opportunity, by borrowing
In considering the bids the seerf-tar- the public, which knew him only as a
and the intelligent investment of large
will award the first allotment to successful business man and exponent
of civic and personal righteousness, by
sums and by constant application to the biddrs
offering the highest price;
the
oil
business
that
the
alone,
great of two or more bidders offering the confession of his long series of
was
built
up.
corporation
same price, those asking for the small- misdeeds.
With his1 head shaven the prisoner
An Uncertain Industry,
er amounts of bonds will receive priwas
put to work in the broom factory.
Rockefeller was smiling as he ority in the allotment.
took the witness stand today and reThe secretary of treasury will issumed his testimony. At the outset sue the bonds' under
authority vested INDIAN BEATEN
today his counsel brought out from in him by act of congress approved
ALMOST TO DEATH
the witness this. statement:
June 28, 1902, and December 12, 1905,
"We never know when the oil sup- which authorizes the 'borrowing on the
A Drunken
Brawl Among
Navajos
ply may give out, thus rendering our credit of the United States of the sum
Stopped
by
Suddenly
Special
properties for refining oil compara- of $130,000,000, or as much thereof as
Agent Farris.
may be necessary in carrying on the
tively valueless."
work of constructing the Panama
Rockefeller Denies Charge.
Special Agent Jerry B. Farris of
During the forenoon Rockefeller conSanta
Fe, who. spent yesterday in Altinued telling of the development of
on business, reported that'
buquerque
the Standard Oil company's business. MANY MEN PUT
he
had
returned from Jemez
just
At the opening of the afternoon seswhere he succeeded in surprising InTO
WORK
him
AGAIN dian
sion, Rockefeller's counsel asked
liquor 'dealers and destroying
if it were true that rates obtained by
considerable
wine, which Indian bar
Mm during the period of the Standard American Lumber Company Resumes
were
keepers
selling among the NavZuni
in
the
Oil company's war with the PennsylLogging Operations
ajos.
Mountains.
vania railroad were to crush and cripWhen Mr. Farris reached the
the
Empire
transportation
ple
p'j
'
company so that, the Standard might AlbuquerqueV x. M.,' Nov. 19. The eblo he found a 'number of Indians
"It is not," re- American Lumber company resumed engaged in a drunken brawl, and one
acquire its property
plied Mr. Rockefeller.
logging operations in the Zunl moun- of their number, who was a visitor
Archbold Next Witness.
of from another pueblo,
tains this week, after a
was beaten
It was announced today that after three months, putting 200 additional nearly to death with stones. ' One of
Mr. Rockefeller's
by men to work. For several
months the Indians, who acted as a sort of
government council, following his di- previous to the election the company "bouncer" for the wine seller, struck
rect testimony, which may take sever- shut down al! work in the timber re- the strange Indian behind the left ear
al days, John D. Archbold, vice presi- gion except that of extending railroad with a big stone, felling him. The
dent of the Standard Oil
company, tracks and picking
up logs already other Indians then stoned the fallen
will take the witness stand.
down.
Indian until he was a mass of cuts
C. F. Wade, geenral manager for and bruises.
the company, says that the indications
FINE APPLE CROP
"I had no idea ne would live," said
were for better business and an effort
IN TULAROSA VALLEY would be made to meet all demands. Mr, Farris, "but he was carried nto
a house and dumped on the floor,
Orders are already picking up, and
where he slept off the effects of the
Fifteen Carloads of Fruit Shipped to the general outlook is favorable.
wine he had consumed, and the next
El Paso Pears and Peaches
"I am in close touch with a gas
A
morning he was able to walk.
a Failure.
engine manufactory in the east," said white man
would have been dead."
Mr. Wade, "which had three months'
When Mr. Farris attempted to enEli Knight, a fruit grower in the advance work on its books providing
ter
the houe of the wine sellers they
inin
Otero
Tularosa Valley
county,
Taft was elected. The instructions
forms the New Mexican that the apple were that all orders would be can slammed the door and tried to keep
him out. He forced the door, howcrop in that valley this year was a celled if Bryan should be elected. This
and after capturing the supply
ever,
very satisfactory one and that about I take as an indication that the genof
he emptied it out and stood
liquor,
were
of
shipfifteen carloads
apples
eral business conditions of the coununtil
it had soaked into the
where
to
El
markets
guard
Paso
they
ped
try, the west as well as the east, will
Indians stood around in
The
earth.
were sold at good prices.
world
be better. The business
has
a mournful circle and swore Indian
Pears did not do so well and while been restored to confidence."
profanity in profusion.
wind
on
the
were
trees,
there
many
storms blew them off.
GIBSON PROSECUTING
Peaches; did not do well at all as
LAND CONTEST CASES. WEALTHY BROKER CLEARED
late frosts killed them.
OF CONSPIRACY CHARGE,
The area in orchards in the valWerner, Gibson, special agent for
ley has been greatly increased and the United States land office with
Pittsburg, Nov. 19. The jury in the
many fruit trees have been set out headquarters In Santa Fe, is prosecut- case of Harry Silverman, the Pitts
by settlers.
ing land contest cases at Albuquerque burg manager for Miller and company,
The alfalfa crop is also extensive before Probate Clerk E. A. Walker, New York brokers, which retirod yes
MBnd proved quite successful this year. of Bernalillo county, jwho has been terday afternoon, following a sensa
tional trial in which he was charged
designated by the land official officiwith
conspiracy to defraud the Farmals to take the evidence. The case
TO CANVASS VOTE CAST
AT NOVEMBER ELECTION, of Jose Armenta, of San Antonio, ers' Deposit National Bank, returned a
Bernalillo county, was Investigated on verdict of not guilty today. It was
charged that Henry
Reiber, former
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa, Saturday. The case of Jesus Ortega
who with
teller
the
of
paying
bank,
In the presence of Governor Curry, of Chililli, was before the court yes John Young,
of whom are
both
auditor,
will likely canvass the vote cast for terday. The testimony will be sent now serving penitentiary
sentences
to Santa Fe and passed upon by Re
for embezzling
delegate to Congress and members1 of
$1,105,000, had given
the legislative assembly, at the re ceiver Fred Muller and Register M. $350,000 to Herbert Rosenbaum, a buscent election, on Monday next. Re R. Otero.
iness man of this city and that Silturns from several of the counties are
verman purchased raining stock with
not yet in but these are expected not CHAMP CLARK WOULD BE
the money in the name of "John HarHOUSE MINORITY LEADER. ris.".
later than tomorrow. The vote for
only
legislators will be canvassed
Washinggton, D.'C, Nov. 19. Con- PEKIN VIGOROUSLY DENIES
where the candidate's district compris
gressman H. D. Clayton, of Alabama,
ed more than one county.
SENSATIONAL REPORTS.
chairman, has issued a call for a caucus of the Democratic members of the
SU.NNYSIDE WOMAN
Fetjin.; Nov. 19. There is absolutehouse of representativesto be held
no truth in the
at Singaly
ACQUITTED OF MURDER December 5, two days
prior to the op- pore and elsewhere reportsPekin is in
that
of
The
to
is
ening
congress.
purpose
Santa Rosa. N. M., Nov.;
elect a minority leader' to take the place flames and in the hands of a mob, and
president ' of the
.Bany the. woman who has been on of John Sharp Williams, of Mississip- that Prince Chung,
trial for the past five days in the dis- pi, who resigned the leadership last foreign board, Is dead.
trict court before Judge, Mann for the summer. The name, of Champ Clark is
murder of a gambler named "Dusty" prominently mentioned as the succes- NO INTERRUPTION IN
RECOVERY OF HENEY.
Evans at Sunnyside, New Mexico, was sor to Mr, Williams, He already has
the
The
by
jury
the
been appointed to
acquitted
committee on
yesterday.
trial was one of the hardest fought rules to fill the place made vacant by
San Francisco, Nov. 19. There has
ever held in this county. This was Mr. Williams.
:
been no interruption in the progress of
..
the second trial, the killing occurring
Francis J. Ileney towards complete retwo years ago and the jury having dis
If you want anything on earth try covery from the effects' of a bullet
a New Mexican want "ad."
wound inflicted by Morris Haas.
agreed in the first trial
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Denver Authorities Determined to Prosecute Would-B- e
Extortionist.
Denver, Colo., Nov.

19

District

At-

torney Stklger has prepared for filing
in the criminal
court informations
charging Mrs. Al'en F. Read, with assault with intent, to commit robbery
and. assault with intent, to do great
bodily injury as a result of the attempt alleged to have been mad-- by
her on November 9 to blackmail Mrs.
(.lenevicve Chandler Phipps by means
of threats to kill her and her daughter
with dynamite. The district attorney
does not credit the theory that Mrs.
Read was drugged or hypnotized and
claims she is not so sick as she is

y
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"CHIMES OF NORMANDY ' TONIGHT
Boston ideal Opera Company Closes
Its Engagement Here This EveningPrices Are Reduced.

Tonight will mark the close of the
engagement here this season of the
Boston Ideal Opera company when the
performance will be the ever popular
"Chimes of Normandy." Inasmuch as
this is an extra date from the original
booking, Manager Dettelbach has se
cured a reduced price for this evening
is a special inducement to local the
ater goers.
The "Chimes of Normandy" is one
of the most, popular of the older light
operas, and compares more than fa
vorably with the average frothy musical productions of present day vintage.
The Boston Ideal company played it
as, a part of its repertoire
last season and it was well received
at that time. The troupe has been
strengthened by the addition of several new singers since it was here last
and the performance tonight promises
to be better than it was a year ago.
It will doubtless serve as a great drawing card at the reduced prices.
was sung last night
with the same dash and fidelity that
have characterized the other performMiss Laura Moore, who was
ances.
assigned to the dual role of Girofle
and Girofla, the twin daughters of
Don Borera,. who are supposed to be
so near alike they can not be told
apart, was vivacious and winsome as
usual and sang with the sweetness of
a thrush. Miss Lillian Sliattuck as the
strong minded wife of Don Bolero and
the proud mother of the pretty twin
daughters, proved herself as versatile
an acress as she is a fine singer, and
Miss Stella Quisenbery
made a demure and pleasing, Paquita. F. O. Burgess kept the audience in an uproar
of laughter whenever he was on the
stage ,and added a little funny busi
ness that the author had overlooked.
Mr. Burgess is a natural comedian
with a ready wit of his own and a
voice that would turn Eddie Foy or
Vhos-Aero- -

.

"Girofle-Girofla-

"

'
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Attorney General Bonaparte Says
rious Defects Now Apparent

REPORT

Se-

IS TAKEN IIP

Must Be Remedied.

Pittsburg, Nov. 19. That the American criminal law has very serious defects and that, if the American people
wish to rule they must "thoroughly,
rationally and
honestly recast the
criminal laws'" were asserted by Attorney Genera! Charles J, Bonaparte
in his address as
president or the National Municipal league, before the annual meeting of the bodv in this city
last night. His subject, was "The Criminal Law as a Moans to Enforce the
People's Will."
Mr. Bonaparte answered Mr. Bryan's
"Shall the People
campaign slogan,
Rule?" by saying, "Yes, if and insofar
as the people shall be in earnest in the
wish and purpose to rule."
He declared that the gravest, and
least, excusable deficiency of
our
criminal law is found in its
endless
that if the people
delays, and added
shall demand prompt and unquestionable obedience to the people's laws and
shall giv to this demand an ample
sanction in swift, sure and grievious
retribution for all rebellious to those
laws, the people's rule will be real.
"Why need there be a fore-tastof
eternity," he asked, "between arrest
and indictment; another between in
dictment and trial, and yet another be
tween trial and actual punishment?"

Occupies Attention
of American

Federation
E5

Certain

Recommendations
Made by Committee
Are Opposed.

Denver, Nov. 19. The annual convention of the American Federation
of Labor today took up the report of
the committee on President Gompers'
report. Each subject in the president's
reK)it was commented upon and was
approved by the committee and a.i
the reading proceeded the convention
endorsed the recommendations of the
committee. The action of Mr. Gompers
in regard to the Ruck Stove and
Range
company injunction was approved by
a rising vote.
There was no discussion until the
subject of "Litigation Harrassing Labor," was reached. On this subject the
COMMISSION BEGINS
committee declared when a court isan injunction in a labor
TOUR OF COUNTRY sues
dispute
it is the duty of organized labor to disMen Who Will Tell Roosevelt How obey it and go to jail and advised that
the funds of the organization be not
the People Live, Leave
used to defend such suits because it
Washington.
believed it would be a useless expenditure."
19
Nov.
Washington.
The Country
James Duncan of the Granite Cutlife commission, with a number of others interested in the study of condi ters' union, first
of the
tions in rural sections left Washington Federation, opposed this recommendamen should
last, night on a tour that, will extend tion, saying that union
twice across the continent' from the proceed like law abiding citizens and
defend themselves at all hazards. He
t lan tio to the
Pacific, including a
moved to strike out the words advisfinal trip to the south.
labor to disobey injunctions.
ing
the
Accompanying
commission
to
a debate continuing a'l after
After
night were Dr. E. W. Allen of the
office of experiment stations in the de- noon. President Gompers moved to refer back to the committee that,
partment of agriculture;
Dr. C. J.
portion
of
its report on "Litigation Harrassing
Bliinchard of the reclamation service.
The committee had recomand John R. Boardman and Mr. Mc- - i.aoor.
stand than
Alpine, international secretaries of the mended a more drastic
His motion
Y. M. C. A. William A. Beard
of Gompers approved.
California, recently appointed on the defeated but a vote was not reached
on the main question at the noon
re
commission, will join the party at Los
'
cess.
Angeles.
The next hearing! will he held .at Dal
las, Texas, November 20. The commis- TO BEGIN WORK
sion will be divided at Sacramento,
ON NEW ARMORY
Cal., November 30. One party will vis
it. Oregon.
and Montana
Washington
and another party Colorado and Utah. Contractor A. C. Dalgran, of La Junta,
Colorado, Arrives in the City for '
both meeting at Omaha on December
That Purpose.
to, Wisconsin. Illinois and. New York.
Again dividing, one section will visit
Among the arrivals in Santa Fe last
New England and the other the Gulf
states and Arkansas, Oklahoma, New night was Contractor A. C. Dalgran,
Mexico and Kansas., concluding about of La Junta, Colorado, wha was rethe midd'e of December.
cently awarded the contract for the
construction of the handsome $10,000
National Guard armory to be erected
in this city.
With members of the local armory
board of control, Mr. Dalgran this
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
Atchi- morning went over
the
Amalgamated copper, SI
site upon
son 95
N. Y. Cen- which the armory will be built and
preferred 99
tral, $1.15
Pennsylvania, $1.29; made preliminary arrangements for
U. P. $1.81 the beginning of work. He thinks the
Southern Pacific, $1.16
steel,. 5(5
preferred, $1.12 718. lot an ideal one, located as it is adMONEY AND METALS.
joining the Pnblic Library on WashNew York, Nov. 19. Money on call ington avenue and close in.
2
easy, 1
per cent. Prime mercanContractor Dalgran will bring most
tile paper, 4 4
of his skilled labor from La Junta,
New York, Nov. 19. Lead dull. $1.32 while
employment will also be given
f'
copper easy, 14
local men. Though the contomany
Silver, 49
tractor agrees in his contract to comSt. Louis, Nov. 19. Spelter higher
plete the armory in seventy-fiv- e
days,
$5.00.
the armory board has extended the
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
time to one hundred days in order
Chicago, Nov. 19. Wheat Dec. $103
that he may have nil the time necesMay, $1.07
sary to do good work..
.
Corn Dec, 63
May, C31-8Mr. Dalgran stated to a New Mexi
Oats Dec. 49
51
May,
can
reperetmtative this morning that
Pork Jan. $1(5.12
$16.15; May,
of horses, material and tools
a
carload
$1(1.27
on
was
the
road and was expected to
Lard Dec. $9.22
$9.40.
May,
tomorrow
or Saturday, which is
arrive
Ribs Jan. $8.50 $8.50
May,
the contracotr is
that
proof
positive
$8.25.
to begin the construction of the buildWOOL MARKET.
'
.
St. Louis, Nov. 19. Wool unchang- ing at once.
e

.

MARKET REPORT.
7--

2

4

7--

8

Raymond Hitchcock green with envy
Ed L. Weston as Marasquin, W. H.
Burgess as Mourzook and M. G. Rau- field as Pedro completed the caste
of principals and were very good in
their respective roles.
Manager Dettelbach is deserving of
the thanks of the local play going pub
lie for having booked the Boston Ideal
Opera company here this season and ed.
CATTLE.
thus made possible a musical treat
such as Santa Fe has seldom had in
39. Cattie Receipts
Nov.
Chicago,
the past.
8,000. Steady.
Beeves, $3.20$7.60;
Texans, $3.40$4.40; westerns, $3.10
(ft $5.70; stockers and feeders,. $2.50
KEEN INTEREST MANIFESTED
IN WHITE HOUSE GATHERING, $4.60; cows and heifers, $1.50$3.00;
calves, $5.50$7.25.
Washinggton, Nov. 19. Further con
20,000.
Sheep Receipts,
Steady
ferences at the White House between to 10 cents lower. Western, $2.40
the president and men who are promi $4.40; yearlings, $4.00 $4.80;
lambs,
nent in labor matters' as to the attitude $3.75 $6.00.
of the administration toward puropos
Kansas City, Nov. 19. Cattle, 6,000.
ed labor legislation a subject of keen
SiouUhern sters,
Steady to strong
discussion ' in Washington.
Among
southern
cows, $2.25
$3.50$5.50;
those
who
saw
the president
stockers
and
$3.50;
$2.80
feeders,
yesterday were Charles P. Neill, com$2.40 $3.80; calves,
missioner of labor; United States At- $4.75; bulls,
L. Stlmson, of New $3.25$Q20;- wesern sheers, $3.75
torney Henry
York; Edward J. Gavan, of New York, $5.25; western cows, $2.40$4.25.
Hogs Receipts, 17,000. Strong to
attorney for the labor unions, and
Charles H. Sherrill, an attorney of 5 cents higher. Bulk of sales $5.45
New. York, all of whom attended the $5.80; heavy, $o.75$5.85; packers and
labor dinner at the White House on butchers, $5.50$5.80; light, $5.30
$5.70; rigs, $4.25 $5.25.
Tuesday evening.,,
5,000.
Sheep Receipts,
Steady.
Legal blanks both Bngflsh and Muttons, $4.00 $4.65; lambs, $4.50
Spanish for sale by the New Mex- - 6.15; range wethers, $3.80$5.00; fed
can Printing company.
ewes, $2.25$4.25.
3--

2

FOR SCHMITZ
MUST SHOW QUALIFICATIONS.

BONDSMAN

San Francisco, Nov. 19. William J.
Dingee, who qualified
jointly with
Thomas H. Williams for $160,000 on
the bonds of former Mayor 'Schmitz,
enabling the latter to obtain his release from custody, was cited today
by Judge Dunne to appear in court on
Saturday for examination as to his
present qualifications as a bondsman.
'

PHILADELPHIA BROKERAGE
FIRM MAKES ASSIGNMENT.
Philadelphia,1
Nov, 19. John A.
Boardman and company, stock brokers, made an assignment today. Lincoln L. Eyre has taken charge of the
company's affairs.
:

BALLOON SAILS FROM
ST. LOUIS TO GEORGIA.
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 19. The balloon, Yankee, which sailed from here
landed today 'at Rome,
yesterday,
Georgia

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA
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FINE SUGAR BEET CROP
ASSURED NEXT YEAR.
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SHOE
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DEPARTMENT

The New comers for
Fall and Winter wear
await a call from you.
You'll like

them-y-

aft

MIX

77

ftV.V).
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ou

can't help it.
We have a shoe to fit
your mind's eye, as
well as your feet and
your purse

R53lcTFt?ED

w

e've the best
$3.50 Shoe made
SHOES
J;
We've the best
Girls $4.00 Shoe made
We've the best
$5.00 Shoe made
We've the best
$6.00 Shoe made
Best of Leathers and Best of Shoemak-ing- .
BH5L

4p

All widths and sizes.
diamonds and jewelry as ow as ?10 and ts high vt $200.
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Rates are
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.
On notes,

Win.

at SALMON Store
FApq
NATHAN SALMON.
Phone

The largest and the only

D--

up-to-d-

atore

ate

A

i

AND:

PEACHES

ffflI

GRAPES
:: PEARS
jersey seet;
potatoes
:-

:

jury rendered in the district court
here in the case of the United States
of America vs. Andres Gallegos.
The case had been before tne court
since Monday and was given to the
jury Tuesday afternoon at 5:30 o'clock.
A decision was quickly reached.
Defendant was charged with adul-

ADC

ia Santa Fa.

new duuk ivucdii
WHOLE

Las Vegas, N. M., Xov. 19. "Guilty
in manner and form as charged in the
indictment," was the verdict of the

TUr PUIMtllCU

108.

lAf

-L

LAS VEGAN FOUND
GUILTY OF ADULTERY.

Genoveva Sena, of Chaperito. He tried
to prove an alibi, but an exceptionally
strong case was made against him.
Judge William J. Mills will not
pronounce sentence until the last day
of court.
The crime is punishable
with imprisonment in the penitentiary
from one to three years.
wife and
Gallegoes has a young
three children dependent upon him

MONEY TO LOAN

Phone 108.

Las Veftas, X. M., Nov. 19. A carload of sugar beets will be' shipped
out. of this city to the factory Friday.
II. S. Johnson, representing the Holly
Sugar company of Swink, is busy getting in the beets and already has a
third of a car. A number of wagon
loads are coming in daily.
This was a poor year for agricultural efforts of any kind, and the
yield of beets is not what it should
be in normal years, but in spite of
that fact a good showing is being
made. The beets are very sweet and
and per cent of
their sugar
purity should be exceptionally high.
The yield of beets this year was poor
in Colorado. Some fanners
merely
broke even and many lost money on
their crops in the irrigated districts.
The yield of bets this year was poor
The outlook, however, for next year
is for a banner crop.
Sugar beets raised this year in the
Rio Grande valley were contracted for
by the Holly Sugar company, which
furnished the seed, with the understanding that the cost was to be taken
out of the first payment on the crops
raised. The raisers of sugar beets at
that place are selling their crops to
dairymen and as a result the feeling
of the promoters of the enterprise are
slightly ruffled.

tery, the prosecuting witness being

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.?

-:

: :

Tucumcari, N. M., Nov. 19 Two
Chinamen were caught in a dining car
of the Southwestern at Carrizozo, on
the night of the 9th, the capture being
made by immigration inspectors Johnson, of El Paso, and Curtis and Sens-neof Carrizozo. This makes a total
of fifty Chinamen that have been arrested on the El Paso and Southwestern between El Paso and Tucumcari
during the past month. The Southwestern officials are giving the immigration officers all the assistance possible in making these captures. This
is the first instance in which Chinamen have been secreted in a dining
car since last summer, when a bunch
was found on the Golden State Limited, and the employes of the car
were promptly let out by the railroad
officials.

'CRANBERRIES
Winter Grocery

B. Goldenberg

No. 40.

J

CALL ApB SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware. Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

S. Spitz

quarter cents, netting them

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When this
tube is inflamed you have a rumbling
sound or imperfect hearing, and when
it is entirely closed deafness is the
result, and unless the inflammation
can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed
forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
Catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Sect for circulars
F. J. CHENKY

& CO.,

Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pillg for

MANUFACTURER

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "arl."

s

0

SOLD ONLY BY
HONE.
213.

1903.

Co.

UANTWEAI1K
Young Mens & Boys

SUITS
WE CARRY THEM IN ALL
THE NEWEST PATTKRM S
&

WlWiSuffeir
painwhen

onfc
Buy a suit for the boy

.!!&. in
- isrisu-t

U

WILL

STYLES,

"

untilyou lookoverour
tock then compare

Ml

CURE

PRICES

RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIF.53 JOJNTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Friodol, Dallas, Tex.

QUALITY.

at

Good Wearers

Me-

dium Prices.

25c, 50c and $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. IiOUIS, MO,

P. O. Box 219.

Sold and Pflcotmmended by

&

BOYS

writes: "IunoBaliard'sSnow
Liniment, fdr my family. It
is the best Linimtmt made.
It relieves burns and scalds.'

For

Half a

Century

0-

-

Phone No. 86.

the Leading Dry Goods House in tba City.

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

How to Cure a Cold.
Be a9 careful as you can you will occasionally take co!d, and when you
do, get a medicine of known reliability
one that has an established reputation
and that is certain to affect a quick
cure. Such Na medicine is Chamberlain's Cough Remed '. It has gained a
world-wid- e
reputation by its remarkable cures of this most common ailment and can always be depended upon. It acts on nature's plan, relieves
the lungs, aids expectoration, opens
the secretions and aids nature in restoring the pystem to a healthy condition. During the many years in
which it has been in general use we
have yet to learn of a single" case of
cold or attack of the grip having resulted in pneumonia when this remedy was used, which always shows conclusively that it is a certain preventive of that dangerous disease, Chamberlain's Cough Remedy contains no
opium or other narcotic and may be
given as confidently to a baby as to
an adult. For sale by all druggists.

pa

Economy in Fuel

Appearance

--

Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a COLES air
v

4:

Tight Heaters
THEY NEVER GO OUT

THE ORIGINAL
and only Absolutel
Air Tight

COLES
Downdraft
Air Tight

BIJOU THEATER

COLES

Magazine for
Hard Cold

The abcve cuts represent the nearest aproach
to modern heating of anything ever placed on the
market in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
in securing the agency for this line and respect
fully invite inpection cf same. Owing to the fact
of having purchas ed heavily. We are in position
to make exceedingly low prices.

IN THE CATRON BLOCK
Show Every Evening at 7:30 and 8:30
Admission
10c
MATINEE.
3:30
Saturday at
Children
5c
ENTIRE CHANGE OF PROGRAM
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
FRIDAY.

TONIGHT'S

No 14

003
HARDWARE CO.

DIAMONDS

H. C. YQNTZ

Phone

PROGRAM

Narrow Escape.
Mrs. Toney's Suitors.
Pawnbroker.

RIGHT

PRICES

right

oooTit

ZCOK'S PHARMACY

J;

try

WATCHES

MEXICAN

FILIGREE
JEWELER Y- -

RIGHT SERVICE

Eyt

TMted and
y

F1MM-B-

UlM

Datt Method.

CUT GLA88, CHINA AND SIVERWMKE.
S46 San

Franciaco Street, Santa Fe.

N. M.

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

,

STUDIES

LARGE QUANTITIES
and small quantities at prices
that make it worth your while to
purchase all.
TUESDAY

LUMBER
of us.

ParmiDg Timbers, Sidinsr

Joist Shingles and every

SEPT.

requi-

site of the modern Builder. Give
us a trial order and we will feel

1st.

of your

atronage.

1MH

una,

INCORPORATED

SOLE AGENTS

sure of a continuance

JEWELER
5SKE"

"Amok

iQ"ft

FOR THE CELEBRATED'

$7,625.

free.

Goods.

cqtadi leurn

1908.

Sekman Bros

Tucumcari, N. M., Nov. 19. The M.
Illustrated song, "The Silver Bells."
company, on November
One show Saturday night after
sold
after
the
election,
fifty
4th,
day
thousand pounds of wool in the grease which a ball will be given for the beneto Boston buyers, at fifteen and a fit of the Fraternal Union.

Co.
Telephone

I

19,

r,

BIG SALE OF WOOL
MADE AT TUCUMCARI.

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

0.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

FE, N. II.

aSltKaW.-.JTTTi'..'.W"'-

C W. Dtidfow

F0R AnDRKS8LAES

niia

BROTHER HERMES,
PRESIDENT.

2353

A

Tried and effective preparation for COLDS,

COUGHS BRONCHITIS, LA6RIPPE, HEADACHE
and CATARRH. Promptly relieves the feverish
condition caused bv NOSE and THROAT

J

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1908.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA

FOREST NOT COAL LAND.
(Notice For Publication.)
Department of th Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
October 20th, 1908
Notice ia hereby given that Luciana
Lujan, widow of Dolores Tafoya. of
Santa Fe, N. M., has filed notice of
her intention to make final five-yeproof in support of his claim, viz:
Homestead Entry No. 7G80 (02222)
made October 15, 1903. for the SE
Sec. 23,
SW
SID
Sec. 22, SW
NW 4 Sec. 2G and NE
NW
Sec. 27, Township 17 N., Range
NE
10 E., and that said proof will be made
"before Register or Receiver, at Santa
'
Fe, N. M.. on December 3rd, 1908.
She names the following witnesses
cimt'nuous residence upto prove
on, and culihatiou of the land, viz:
Antonio Lujan, Monico Carrillo,
ot
Lujan and Isabel Tafoya, all
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Arc You on Good Terms
With Your Stomach?

4

4

That Is what Kodol Is for. The stomach cannot stop work ; if it did you would stop existing.
It cannot even take a vacation and "rest up"
except when it has Kodol to assist it.
Very likely you never gave a thought to how
hard your stomach works. Most people don't until
they have to. Sometimes, though, it cost less to
do a little thinking before one has to.

it--

Gre-gori-

"

o

Register

Even the galley-slav- e
of the ancients rested at
Intervals. But the stomach of modern man works
harder than the galley-slavand it never rests
of Itself.

ARE OVER FIFTY READ
THIS.
Most people past middle age suffer
from kidney and bladder disorders
which Foley's Kidney Remedy would
cure. Stop the drain on the vitality
and restore needed strength and vigor.
Commence taking Foley's Kidney RemBuredy today. For sale by Stripling,

e,

IF YOU

rows

Kodol, of course, will rest

the stomach, but
for. If
lived the way nature intended,
people
it wouldn't have been necessary to provide for it.
But they don't that's the trcu tie.

that is something nature didn't provide
now-a-da-

& Co.

Every Woman
ana
euouiu kiiuw
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about the wonderful

kMARVELWhirlingSpray
Brliinl pyrinue.
iue new twin
on conven
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HOME MADE

Sausages

For Pure Cream and
Wo Comply

ilk

with the

Pure Pood Laws.
Telephone No 148 Red,

Mrs. Otto Retsch

tify any disagreeable tflects of wrong eating.

FO'

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

CLOSSOfi
CO.

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Line
120 San Francisco St.
Call up

t

1

32 Black for Carriages.

r on ioaiam nnvi nnnncinn
OLLiuifiMii ui
uuuuo;j ou.
IMUULr
Anni

1

Special Sale

tJ

Latest Novelties in Fall and Winter Dress
Of

UR FLAG
OTTO RETSCH,

Proprietor

FALSTAFF BOTTLED BEEK.
'ANY QUANTITY FROM A PINT

UP'

""

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

SANTA

FE

N M

Superintendent

to a good many
haven't time in

These celebrated Hot Springe are located in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
mile; west of
Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver ane Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
dally line of stage runs o the springs.
The temperature of these waters. Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
ery dry and delightful the entire year
round. Ther Is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of Invalids and
tourists. People suffering from Consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted. These
waters contain 1,636.24 grains of alkaline salts to ine gallon, being the rich
Bar-anc-

"V TWF ZOOK PMARMACV

--

,

QJQ CALIEfJTE tjOT SPRINGS.

Our Guarantee

Astrouomy does not always consist
of night studies. There are somethings
to be Feen after darkness is gpne, both
with glass and unassisted eye. The
dear old moon oflou gives us a good
daylight view of herself, looking us if
haggard, sleepy and disgusted after being out overnight. The star Venus has
often been seen in the afternoon. Some
comets are on record as having approached so near the earth that the
same could be said of them for weeks
at a time.
Hut of course the great day attraction is the ruler of our own family of
brother and sister plauets, the sun.
Although "medium sized" as compared to many of the fixed stars, our
mm is no lightweight, being about
l.'iOO.OOO times as large as the earth. If
Borne great force could put us in the
center of that ultra mammoth globe,
and the moon also (keeping her at the
same distance from us as she now is),
and there was another moon nearly as
far away from her, the earth, and the
two moons and all the space between
them could still be contained In the
great, sparkling sun.
Its distance from us is 02.S! 17.000
miles, a very tedious little journey if
we could make it by customary meth
ods, ion can find plenty of accounts
in books of how long it would take n
railroad train to get to It, and you can
ascertaiu it yourself by a little figuring.
You will learn, for Instance, that a limited express traveling 1,000 miles per
day would arrive at Sun station In
about 2."4 years, during which time
there would probably be a few deaths
on the train. If when the engine arrived it could give a blast of the whistle loud enough to be heard here, the
people at this end of the line would
have to wait fourteen years before the
signal arrived if it proceeded at the
usual velocity of sound.
But the eye. most wonderful of conveyances, can traverse all that distance in between eight and nine minutes. .It takes that length of time
for light to pass between the two
worlds.
What Is the material of which that
The
great tiery globe is coiffyosed?
following substances' have been detected by the spectroscope and may be
considered as surely a part of it : ISnrl-ncalcium, chromium, cobalt, copper,
hydrogen, iron, magnesium, manganese, nickel, platinum, silicon, silver,
It Is
sodium. (Itanium, vanadium.
thought that the following substances
are also there, although the proof,
while strong, is not absolute: Aluminium, cadmium, carbon, lead, molybdenum, palladium, uranium and zinc. It
is a singular fact that gold has not yet
been discovered in this great golden
;
orb.
The fact that ''all is notion, all is motion," not only In "this world of ours,"
but throughout our entire universe, is
illustrated by the sun, for. while all the
planets of our system are revolving
around It. It Is not Itself still: it would
seem to be having a waltz of Its own.
It turns, on its axis, it has unpiher mo- -

"

feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Ittle rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers, and Instructors, all graduates from stardard
eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars ani Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILL80N,

1

to your druggist today and get a dollar
bottle. Then after you have used the entire contents of the bottle if you can honest ly say that it
has not done you any good return the bottle to
the druggist and he will refund your money. We
will then repay the druggist. This offer applies
to the large bottle and to but one in a family.
Every druggist knows our guarantee i3 good
The dollar bottle contains 2K times as much
as the fifty cent bottle. Kodol is made at tho
laboratories of E. C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago.

Roa-wel-

1?

'

il

Go

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
section mf.de with Automobile WONDERS OF THE SUN
line at Torrance for Roswell dally,
Htomobile leares Torrance for Itos-weat 4 a. m., anil arrives at Roswell
Some Facts About That Colossal
l
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves
arfor Torrance at 1 p. m., and
Fiery Globe.
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare
jetween Santa Fe and Torrance Is
$5.80 and between Torrance and Ros- AN IDEA OF ITS GREAT SIZE.
well, $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard, manager
Our Earth and Moon, as Far Apart as
Vutomoblle Line.
They Now Are, Could Easily Move
In Its Flaming Interior Sonne
Around
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
of the Substances It Contains.

FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HtCKS.

' '

their dally lives for a careful selection of foods
and diet. It very quickly enables nature to rec-

C

LIVERY STABLE

I

A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
for college or for business life. Great
in
mount of open air work. Hcalthlets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
n the beautiful Pecos Valley
the garden
of
the
elevation
West
of 3,700
at
bd
spot

Starvation or purging doesn't cure anything.
either but shows
nature the right road", in short order. Kodol
merely establishes complete and perfect digestion.
It does this by digesting everv particle of the
food. The stomach then rests and cures itself.
That is what was intended when Kodol was mad.
Jt couldn't be any other way.

The human body is composed of certain chemical elements. These are combined to form substances such as fat, protein, carbohydrates, mineral matter and water.

Wel Point

;

NEW MEXICO.
of the southwett."

Army Officers Detailed by War Department,
rmy Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Kodol doesn't cure anvthlng

Kodol is quite indispensable
.persons. To all, in fact, who

ismm

Made From Home Rais Pork.
Will be delivered to any part
of the City. From 3 U sup.
Telephone No 148 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

"The

Kodol will do all the Ftomaeh's work for It,
when necessary giving it a period of complete
rest. The rest that restores health. That's hov?
Kodol cures indigestion which is merely a good
digestion "pone wrong."
People used to think that when they had indigestion they should stop eating or limit themselves to a prescribed diet. Others commenced
purging with cathartics. All that is very disagreeable and unpleasant. Also, it isn't necessary.

Better keep on good terms with your stomach,
if you can. Your health depends absolutely upon
the perfect performance of the stomach's functions. Ever think of that or why it is true?

The food we eat is composed of exactly these
elements. The stomach must disintegrate this
food and correctly apportion it to the needs of the
system. Looks like a lot of work for the stomach,
doesn't it? No wonder it occasionally needs
Kodol to help it do this.
The person who has the kind of a stomach that
can do its own work continuously, without assistance has a good deal to be thankful for. Most
people haven't that kind. That is why they require Kodol,

il

ient. It cleaning
uuilly.

at

ROSWELL,

Abuse it
and you'll find there's a limit. When the limit
is reached, the stomach must rest. Kodol rests it.

1-- 4

1--

4

Hsw Mexico Military Institute

Treat it right its your best friend.

1-- 4

4

4
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est alkalin Hot Springs in the worta.
The efficiency of these waters has
been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to in the following diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's Disease
of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
etc.
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
L'oard, lodging and bathing (2.50 per
day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
Stage meets Denver trains and waits
for Santa Fe train upen request. This
resort is attractive at all seasons and
is open all winter. Passengers for Ojo
Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
and reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m., thf
same day. For further particulars af

dress:

ANTONIO JOSEPH.
tiou about the center of gravity of the
solar system, and, besides, it is on its
way, with its dock of planets, toward
some distant point in space at the
rate of !!0 miles per ininule. These
facts and figures sound strange and
hardly believable, but they have been
demonstrated mathematically over and
over again by astronomers of different
times and lands.
One of the most interesting things
to be seen upon the sun is its spots,
for this great king of planets is not
entirely Immaculate. Some think these
are caused by cyclones, some that they
are eruptions from within the sun's
surface, some by cool matter from meteors falling into the hotter atmosphere, and this last Idea would seem
the most sensible one. Such a great
flaming furnace as the sun annarenf- ly is, giving out: life to a colony of plan'
els. must have food, and possibly the
great heat giving, life impart lug creature may when spots appear be taking
its rations.
Those spots, often thousands of miles
in extent, although they look so small
from earth, can many of them be seen
with an opera glass, but it is necessary to combine the instrument with
smoked glass, which can lie fastened
upon it with rubber bands either at the
eye or view end. Brooklyn Kagle.
Favor Appreciated.
"I have come to inform you." said
the young man who thought the firm
would have to go out of business If
he went away, "that unless my salary
is raised ! shall have to sever my connection with litis establishment."
"Thank you," replied t he general
manager.
"Am I to understand, then," the
young man .asked, "that you accede to
my demand?"
"No. I thanked you because you
had relieved me of an unpleasant duty. I always hate to discharge a man
who will be unable to hold a job anywhere else." Chicago I!ocord-IIerald- .

Proorietor.

Weils Fargo k 0 ompany
Express
Geeeral Express Forwarders
--

A!!

TO-

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Weils Fargo

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada. Mexico
nd all Foreten Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. 0. BARNES, Aaent
I

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

A

-

I

Has been established eighteen years, It has seven
buildings, incluiding two dormitories one for men and
one for women.
It has a faculty of sixteen instructand trained for their respeceducated
ors, especially
tive departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in

numbers.

E SCHOOLS

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering.
Commercial.

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE
TJJST I"V

Not until we know all that Ood
knows can we estimate to the full the
power and the saeredness of some one
?fe which may seem the humblest in
ttoe world. John Ruskln.

IE RSIT Y"

at reasonable rates

Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Colds ana Croup in Children.
"My little girl is suoject to coldg,"
says Mrs1. "William H. Serig, No. 41,
Fifth St. Wheeling, W. Va. "Last win::-- ::
::
U. 3. MAIL AND PASSENGER ROUTE.
ter she had a severe spell and a terrible cough but I cured her with
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906. ' Passengers over 30 hours between
Chamberlain's ,Cough Remedy without
for the Buick, Pope Toledo, these points over any other route
Agents
the aid of a doctor, and my little boy ind Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern Cars li
has been prevented many times from
between Roswell and service securing comfort to passen
route
Shortest
having the croup by the timely use of the Pecos Valley to El Paso and Santa gers. Courteous and expert Chauf
this syrup." This remedy is for sale by e and all
points in the Estancla Val- feurs In charge of every Car. Seat
all druggists.
reserved on Auto by applying to
ley and western New Mexico.
Automobiles leav Roswell dally at Agent of El Paso & Southwestern ky,
The Bon Ton restaurant Is now un 1:00 P. M. connecting with trains for or to Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, New
El Paso and all points on Rock Island Mexico.
der the management of Hugh F.
who has bought out the interest Railwaj
Laggage allowance 60 lbs. Any
of John V. Conway. It will be known
Leave Torrance at 6:00 A. M. arriv- amount of Baggage can be carried
hereafter as the Capital Cafe and a ing at Roswell at 11:00 A. M. Saving by aotifying Company at Roswell.
specialty will be made of both short
J W. STOCKARD
orders and regular meals. It is Mr.
DuVal's intention to give Santa Fe a
,

Du-Va-

Manaqer.

strictly

first-clas- s

i

restaurant.

If you puffer from constipation and
liver trouble Foley's Orino Laxative
will cure you permanently by stimulating the digestive organs so they
wdll act naturally. Foley's Orino Laxative does not gripe, is pleasant to take
and you do not have to take laxative
continually after taking Orino. Why
continue to be the slave of pills and
tablets? For sale by Stripling; Burrows
& Co.

It you want anything on earth
a New Mexican, want "ad."

try

627 wan

lian

Franclsce Streal

0 MM

Wares

Eirlis

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Geme .
OUR MOTTO: Te Have the Bast of Everything In Our Lino.

.
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ered
only a glittering
generality
which has never been born out by
facts in the admission of many of the
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
states of the Union which are now inJOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'yTreas. tegral and important
MAX. FROST, Editor.
parts of this
commonwealth.
E&tered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Postofflce.
Delegate Andrews, Governor Curry
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
$3.75 and other influential leaders will, how$ .20
not lax in their endeavors to seDaily, per week, by carrier
2.00 ever,
75 Weekly, per year
cure the passage of the pending bill
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00
65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
for an enabling act in the short ses7.00
.75 sion and will do their level best to
mail
Weekly,
per
quarter
Daily, per year, by
induce the administration and the ReOFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
publican senators and representatives
to act favorably upon this bill within
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
the first few weeks of that session.
every postofflce in the Territory, and as a large and growing circulation The
loyal and patriotic citiens of the
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
territory must aid them in this laud
able and greatly desired endeavor with
WNIONiagJlABEty
might and main, Every citizen of the
territory who is acquainted with or
has a senator or congressman as a
the regular army and has attained his friend should write strong letters stat
WIRELESS TELEPHONY.
ing the situation as it is and urging
Tiinos charge and men and scientif- present high rank by splendid service
and favorable action.
Hard,
speedy
in various military departments. He
well directed and efficient work counts
ic inventions change with them. The
was the officer by whose direction the a
great deal in politics as it does in
years ago would
person who fifty
first flashes of the great naval vic- business and in all conditions in hu
would
be
have announced that there
of the American fleet over Ad- man life. This is the time and the
communication by language over cop- tory
miral Cervera's Spanish men ofMwar White House and the capitol building
are the places for work, and if this
per wire for thousands of nivlP3 and
was flashed to the. national capitol
is commenced and continued energetthnl ihore would come what is now
from Cuba for the information of the ically and
constantly the New Mexicalled aerial telegraphy would have
of the American can believes it will bring good readministration
and
been considered a lunatic and placed
people. He was in charge of the mill- - sults and that the bill for an enabling
in a straight jacket, with an iron bal.
H. An
tary signalling in Cuba and in Porto'"'1 introduced by Delegate W.
chained to his leg and confined to
anu now penning in tne senate
drews
Rico and thereafter of the governand the house will pass before the end
an asylum for the insane. Today telement telegraph lines in the Philip- of the short session.
for
communication
by speech
phone
pine Islands where he saw very danghundreds of miles between millions
erous, arduous and yet very success- EFFETE EUROPEAN MONARCHIES
of people is considered a most comful service. He is considered one of
JUMBLING.
mon thing and a necessity and wireafthe
on
authorities
thrones
of
The
the effete monarchies
highest
military
less aerial telegraphy is assuming a
are
of
fairs
and
Europe
shaking and it is but a
especially those relating to
strong position as agent for communiof time and not many dequestion
signalling, telegraphy, telephones and
cation between man and man, country
cades off when they will tumble and
electric methods of communication. It
oceans
broad
the nations of Euroue. with the
and country, the wide,
will be interesting to the people of
exception
probably of Russia, will
not interfering with what is called
Mexico to be reminded of the joy Republican forms of government,
wireless telegraphy. It is a success
fact that Brigadier
General Allen Probably not as liberal and as free
and a great success at that. Now
when a first lieutenant in the Third as that of the peopIe of the Unlted
comes the news that it is very posbut resembling the glorious
U. S. Cavalry and acting signal of- - States,
government of this country to some
sible that men and citizens of one counficer, was in charge of military tele- - extent. Nowadays when a throne is
try will be able to communicate with
lines in this territory in the to be overturned and a monarch or
graph
the other by what is called wireless
for several years and tw0 ls t0 ue Put out oi commission
seventies
early
telephony. If this can be accomplish- was the successor, of
Brigadier. Gen- - tne people do not take the heads of
ed, and it looks as if it would be, there eral Philip Read, now retired, then a tne monarchs as they did in the case
will be no telephone lines and no tele- second lieutenant and who was the of Charles the I. of England and Louis
tne XVI- o France, but they just kick
graph wires as people will be able to first officer in charge of the building tnem
aside and relegate them to
of
these
lines
which
westto
extended
communicate with each other by simpa
Texas through New Mexico from livlon which they deserve. The
ly using the currents of the air.
Fe south through Arizona and Ple of France knocked their last
The Pueblo Chieftain discusses tills
California and which were Peror, Napoleon the III. off the throne
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CONYT. BROWN
Mining Engineer,
Secretary and Treasurer New

Professional Cards
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co School of Mines.
'
Socorro.

EYS-AT-LA-

Mexi-

New Mexico

MAX FROST

19, 1903.

NOT COAL 1AND. ,
(Notice For Publication.) v
;';
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, XV sr.
November 9, 190S.
Notice is hereby given that Matlas
Carrillo, of Villanueva, N. M., who,
on March 10th, 1903, made homestead :
'
entry No. 7444 (0189), for S 2 SE
.
Sec.-21,Sec. 20 and S
SW
township 11 N.( Range 14 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five-yea- r
proof, to es-- .
tablish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 17th day-o- f
December, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ortiz, Juan Ortiz, Telesforo Mes- tas, Ciriaco Ortiz, all of Villanueva, N.
;

JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
Mexico
New
Santa Ft
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.
G. W. PRICHARD
Santa Fe
New Mexico
Attorney and Counselor at Law
Practices in all the District Courts
OSTEOPATHY
and gives special attention to cases
DR.
CHARLES
A. WHEELON
court
Territorial
Supreme
before the
treats acute and
Successfully
Office: Laugblln Blk., Santa Fe. N. M.
chronic diseases without drugs or
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN
medicines. No charge tor consultaAttorney-at-Lation. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue.
New Mexico Hours:
Las Orucei
m..
D. m. 'Phon
IG.
Attorney-at-Le-

w
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2-- S

A. W. POLLARD

DR. F. C. BAKES.

Attorney-at-La-

New Mexico

EDWARD C. WADE.

Office Hours,
Phone 615. Suite 9

M.

A. M.,

2

MANUEL R. OTERO,

P, M.

5

Register.

Barnett Bldg.

Ahbuquerque

4

1--

Ro--dol-

Oculist.

District Attorney, Luna County.
Demint,
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1-- 2

New Mexico

Subscribe for the New Mexican.

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in he Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Purveyor General and U. S. Land

THP

FIRCT

RXITK

HIXTTniTMl

Offices.

3

New Mexico

Las Graces,

OF SANTA FE.

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

District and SuCourts.
Prompt and careful
preme
attention o'iven to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
Practice in the

The oldest hanking Institution In New Mexico, Established In 1870
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,

A. B. RENEHAN

Assistant Cashier

Attorney-at-La-

Dis-

Practices in the Supreme and
trict Courts; Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
CHARLES F. EASLEY
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-La-

w

Land and Mining business a specialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
GEORGE B. BARBER.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in the District Court and
Courts of the Territory.
Supreme
attention
given to all busi
Prompt
ness.
New Mexico
Lincoln County,

I Capital Stock,

Attorney-at-La-

District Attorney For Second Judicial District. Practices in the District
Court and the Supreme Court of the
Territory; also before the United
States Supreme Court in Washington.
New Mexico
Albuquerque,

undivided Profits,

6S,0t.

Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sella bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers.. Buys and sells domestic and

foreign

exchange

and

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or rivate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
txecutes all orders of its patrons In he banking line, and aims to
xtend to them as liber;

FRANK W. CLANCY

Surplus and

1150,000.

I

treatment

In all

respects, as

Is

consistent

with safety ano the principles of found banking. 8afety deposit boxes
for rent. The patronage of tr. public - respectfully solicited.
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city to look into the feasibility of the
project for using the water power of
PERSONAL MLMTION
the Pecos river for an electric plant
v
,for lighting and furnishing power to
this
city
Mr .and Mrs. James Carlisle, of BosMrs. W. A. Gorman, wife of the
r
ton, are sojourners In town and have
of
St.
the
agent
Louis,
Rocky
rooms at the Normandle
'Mountain and Pacific railroad, and
Harvle DuVal, an Irrigation engin- Mrs.
J. F. Campbell, both of Ha ion,
eer of Santa Fe, transacted business
spent yesterday in Las Vegas and atin Albuquerque yesterday.
tended the marriage ceremony of M.
V. B. Freeman, a Denver citizen, is
McGrath and Miss Carrie Brefeld of
in town busy with commercial affairs.
the Gate City, which took place there
He stopped at the Palace.
yesterday.
F. D. Collins registered at the Claire
Honorable James M. Freeman, promhotel yesterday from St. Louis and
Stop and figure out
inent attorney and land owner at
looked after business matters today in
how much money you
Greeley, Colorado, returned last eve-inthe city.
from Rio Arriba county where he
would save if you cut
S. Grunsfeld of New York, came to
has been with Surveyor John H Walthe city last evening via the Santa ker
your fuel bills right in
examining the Sebastian-MartiFe railway and took a room at the
land grant, preliminary to surveys
two, and still doubled
Palace hotel.
of ditches and reservoirs to be conAntonio Gomez and son of Alcalde,
the heating power of
structed there by the corporation for
are here visiting relatives. Mr. Go- which Mr
Freeman
purchased the
your coal. The result
mez is a fruit raiser near the Rio Arand which was
j grant a few days
ago
riba county town.
will be the strongest of
sold by order of the court. As usual
V. F. Reed arrived yesterday from
he took a room at the Palace hotel.
all arguments why you
the city of Denver and spent the day
here on business. He was domiciled
ought to own a Wilson
(Continued On Page Eight.)
at the Claire.
Hot Blast Heater. It is
George Frenzel, Indianapolis business man, who is here for the benefit
constructed
upon en
of his health, registered at the Claire
tirely original prinhotel yesterday.
J. H. Curran arrived in the city last
ciples, which- are so
FOR THE SICK
evening from the East, namely, Kanthoroughly efficient
sas City, Missouri, and took a room
SANITARIUM
and practical as to
at the Claire hotel.
'
N.
M.
SANTA
James
FE,
M.
General
Hervey,
Attorney
make the Wilson the
who has ben sojourning in Roswell
'
$16 and up per week.
for several weeks on legal business,
greatest heater in the
has returned home.
world. Chief among
E. D. Falke arrived in the city yesthese is the famous
terday from Denver and can be found 1'he Famous
Beei
at the Palace hotel. Personal business
brought him to the city.
Walt Dennis, Kansas City commercial traveler, mingled with Santa Fe
Sole Agont for
merchants yesterday and today. He
LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER
was a guest at the Palace.
through which all gr.ses generated are
Mrs. Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas,
Aa All Kiici of Mineral Waitrt.
burned, eliminating all waste.
is preparing for a trip to Kansas City,
Its MONEY In your Pocket, COAL In your bin, and COMFORT In your home
Chicago and Boston and will be abIUS-CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
month.
(to own a Wilaon-SE- E
sent from home for a
Any Flavor you Daalr.
Mall Orders Solicited WE SELL FURNITURE
Assistant U. S. Attorney S. B. Davis, Order Filled !or
0n,y,Ct0h'Sc,itye Stock
U$M Mm
Phone No. 83.
Any Anvarit.
jr., of Las Vegas has returned from
will Receive Pro. AttMttM.
1
Roswell where he attended the U. S.
session.
court
in
there
district
Phono 38.
A. J. Campfield and A. S. Smith regoMtdiumi Avnu
i. a.
istered from Denver at the Claire hoover
came
look
to
tel yesterday. They
the city and to become acquainted.
R. T. Hazzard and M. Bricker, of
San Francisco, were among those who
registered at the Claire hotel yesterA. M. Dettelbach Manager.
has established headquarters at the
day. They came here on business.
WE LEAD, OTHERS FOLLOW.
'RACKET STORE" and offers a few
Birmingham, Alabama, was represuggestloDS (or your Xmas shopping
E.
H.
sented today in the
city by
should be very careful
Smith, who registered at the Palace
to address their letters
hotel and viewed the sights of the
to "Santa" eare the
town.
"RACKET STORE.'
At the Palace hotel yesterday Si W.
LOOK
Curtis of Chicago, who is in buMness
. FOR.
in the triff city by the lakes, was regBIG
istered. He came to look after busiSHOW
ness affairs.
FRIDAY.
Mr .and Mrs. Albert Plasik of Milwaukee have rooms at the Coronado.
Change of Program Every
Desire to see New Mexico and become
!
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The having

pass-longe-

Heater mm

Habit
If you" are tnnlty, you have some of your money left over.
The extra money is the foundation for future riches, if you
will only persistently save it. What if it does only amount
to a few dimes or nickels a day-the- re
are going to be a great
many days in your life! and these dimes and nickels will
grow into a good large sum.
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
might change your whole financial condition; Might mean
buying an interest in some growing business; Might give
you a chance to grasp your next opportunity.

n

'

AND WHAT IS THE USE OF ALL THIS?
Why it just means making a man of you.
Making you free to do as you wish.
Making you and your family happy and contented.

STATES

BANK

AND

DR. DIAZ

TRUST COMPANY

Faistuff

Order Your

Down Draft

SODA WATER,

I TURKEY I

WE
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pa

We Will have some good ones. By getting
your order in early, you will get irst choice

OPERA HOUSE

LIVE STOCK CO.

OUR MOTTO "QUALITY AND QUANTITY"

Santa Cfaus
The 'Youngsters'

TONIGHT

CLOAKS

PROGRAM

CLOAKS
have a full line of Ladies, Misses

We

and Childrens CLOAKS in all pop-

ular colors and up to the minute
in style.

AND LET
US SHOW THEM TO

COME IN

MONDAY
AND THURSDAY
acquainted with its conditions brought
them to the city.
Two Shows Dally, 7:30 and 8:45 p. m.
James Overman, who hails from the Admission
10c
Colorado mining camp of Silverton, Reserved Seats
20c
MATINEE.
spent yesterday and today in town
on mining business. He was domicilEvery Saturday at 3:30 p. m.
10c
Adults
ed at the Palace.
5c
hlldren
Elias Clark, merchant and fruit raiser at Alcalde, was among the arrivals
at the Palace yesterday He attended
to business and visited relatives and
friends in the city.
James Grunsfield, commercial traveler with headquarters in Albuquerque, looked after commercial interests
in the city today. The Palace hotel
had him as a guest.
Mrs. Walter Pratt and child of Las
Vegas, arrived in the city yesterday
and joined their husband and father
who has accepted a position as drug
clerk with the Ireland Pharmacy.
John A. Laughlin, builder and conENGLISH WALNUTS
tractor of Trinidad, Colorado, and who
nad
has the contract for the construction
of the executive mansion and addition
ALMONDS
to the capitol, is in the city to see
He is
how the work is progressing.
registered at, the Claire hotel.
Surveyor John H. Walker returned
last evening; from Rio Arriba county,
'
'
EVAPORATED
where he went in company with Hon.'
J. M. Freeman, of Greeley, Colorado,
PEACHES,
to arrange for the running of a survey
for an irrigation system on the 9e
PEARS,
oastian-Martiland grant.
APPRICOTS
J. B. Gunther and D. J. Splane of
PLUMS,
Chicago, are among the guests at
the Palace hotel. They cam to the
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O. C.WATSON

-

C. A. BISHOP.

SWEET CIDER

75c.
50c.

h

is.

lie

co.

,

O. C WATSON & COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE U. S. FIDFUTY & GUARANTY

lor irty

Admission

I

:

;;.J;

NIGHTLY

Prices Reserved Seats
i

I

PR

LEMON AND ORANGE PEEL

TO NIGHT

Climes of
,,(:'.'';.

-

C

.

Same Excellent Cast

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

I

:

;

SEEDED RAISINS
"'

BOSTON IDEAL

"

-

TABLE RAISINS

Return of the Favorits

CUT PRICES

Xiiias Tree Decorations
... ,
Xmas Box Stationery
Xmas Package Perfumes
X mas "Father Tucks" Post Cards ' ?
Silk Umbrellas, Silk Karoon&fc
Single
"Dorothy Dainty" Ribbons, ::r
or Sets
Ladies band Bags and Music Rolls
New "Madona" Art Pictures
Coral Beads and fine Dress Combe
.'
Hickory Walking Canes,
Linen Table Centers, Hand Embroidered, etc. etc. 6tC,
.V

Doll9. Doll Ilotises, Do'l Carts,
Toys, Trains, Magic Lanterns.
Rockaway Horses,
Story Books for Boys and Girls.
Now Copyrights just off the Press '
Pyrography Goods ready to burn
Japanese Art Novelitles
Cut Glass
Sterling & "47 Rogeis Silver
Mexican & Japanese Drawn Work
Fine Scarfs
Pipe Sets, Shaving Sets, Cigar
Ilumidores
Victor & Edison Phonographs

Out of town Folks Should not Fail to visit the "RACKET STORE
when making Xmas purchases
Our Stock Complete and no other Store In the Southwest has ever
attomptfd to make such Bargain Prices on Holiday Novelties.

r

PICTUttt FRAMING

Elks' Hall.

106 Palaco Avenue.

.

New Figs

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OF

Hot Blast

HENRY KRICK

THANKSGIVING

&

M

-

pays 4 percent interest on Time and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

SANTA FE MEAT

mik

mm

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US NOW
THE UNITED

WILSON

v

CO OF BALTIMORE

AVOID EMBARRASSING OBLIGATIONS
If you are elected to some official position this coming election ,
you will be required to Blve a bond for the fntthfull performance of
your duties. )o not ask your friends to sign the same for you. "
,, when our Surety Company will sign for a small premium. Be free "
from embarrassing obligations In the matter of your bond.
'
OCR KATES ARB LOW. Most Bonds Can Be Written Here
In Our Office. If you will write or telephone, we will bs pleased to
furnish promply any information desired.
.
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PAGE SIX

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA

flew tyxico Central

Raildoad

Time Table.

;

NOl

MILKS

2 25pm
3 26pm
4 35
5 14
5 40 u HI

22
41
62
61

6 06

68

6

80
92

pin
39
pin
09 pm
28
pm
pm

1145

am

8 00 tt

in

2
7
7
6
6

A

KSTANOIA

"

Willlimt

a in"
00 a in
13

fTv,

05
50

Ar.
"
"
Ar.

pin
a m
p m

50

Kennedy
Stanley
Moriarty
Mcintosh

"
"
Ar.

99
116

pill
m

8 10 p
8 48
9 30
7 65am

'

Altitude

Htuita Fe

Lv.
"
"
"
"

0

pm
pin

7
7

STATIONS
Ar.
"
"

7,000
6,060

,"

6,250
6,176

V;

6.140

".

ProiireHO
KIlllH'll

"
Lv.
Ar,
Lv.

Torrance
Torrance
Kansas Olty
St. Louis

"
"

Ohlcimo

"

Klt'uso

NO.

Becoming a mother should be a
source of joy, but the suffering
incident to the ordeal makes
aniicipauon one or dread.
Mother's Friend is the only rem
edy which relieves women of
much of the pain of maternity;
this hour, dreaded as woman s severest trial, is not only made less painful, but danger is avoided by its1 use. Those who use this remedy are
no longer despondent or gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distress
ing conditions are overcome,
and the system is prepared for
the coming event. "It is worth Y
its weight in gold," say many 21.
who have used it.

55

1

6,125

12

6210

II

pin

?

p in

25

pm

n m
n III

55
11 35

WjB.I

a in

12 49
10 40

p in
p in

2 22

pm
8 59 am
1130 pm
115pm

l0.45A,n

10 50 a in
10 40 a in
10 02 p in
9 00 p ill
6 20 pm

pnr battle. Book of value to
all expectant mothers mulled true.
The Bradfield Regulator Co. , Atlanta, Ga.
$1.00

Tickets to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive
gency for all ocean steamship lines. Booklets and literature of the various
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable information to travelers,
free upon application.
(St freight servics to and from all Eastern and Western markets.

ll

I if
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sr

Fa.

PASSENGER

vi

t

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL.
Southbound, leaves Santa Fe
2:25 p. m.
No. 2. Northbound, arrives in Santa
Fe at 5:20 p. m.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
So. 426 Eastbound, leaves Santa Pe
at 10:45 a. m.
No. 425 Westbound, arrives? In Santa
Fe 3:40 p. m.

No. 1.

&

LI.

ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE.
Lamy Branch.
From
Santa Fe Station.
Depart
No. 720
8:25 a. m.
So. 722
4:20 p. m.
No. 724
7:20 p. m.
Lamy Branch Arrive at Santa Fe
Mo. 721
11:10 a. m.
No. 723
6:50 p. m,
No. 725
10:55 u. m.
No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 and 2,
west, at
east, and No. 3, Limited,
Lamy.
No. 722 connects with No. 1, west, at
Lamy.
No. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
No. 724 connects with Nos, 7 and 9,
westbound, and Nos. 4 and 8, east
bound.
Main Line Via Lamy.
No. 7 will stop at all stations. Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m.,
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south, and No. 3 from

a

SCHEDULE

?

In Effect July 14, 1908.
No. 1.
DAILY
10 00
10 12

10 35
10 60
11 05
11 20
11 45
12 20
12 45
1 80
3 50
84 16
4 45
4 55
!I6 50
6 15

Miles From
Des Moines

a.m.

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

0

m.
m.
in.
m,
m

4
11
16

20
26
31
42

m.

p.m.
p. ill.
p.m.
p.m.

49
42

49

p. in,
p m.

58
56
68
77

p.m.

p. in.
p, m.

llLm.
m.

i. 10
7. 23
7. 46

83

p.
p. m.
p. in.

49
45
38
32
29
24
18
7

l"'"

47

'

Connects with

Raton

N; M. Ait,
Lv.DeH Moines,
" Ruinaldo,
Lv.
" Dedmau
" Oapulln
" Vittil
'I Thompson
" (HinnlnBliaiii
Olifton House Junction '
AlT'
Arr.
UATON "N M
Lv.
Lv.
'
" (Hlfton House Junction
Lv.
"
"
" Preston
'
" Koetiler
;
" Koeliler Jiict.
" Oolfax
" Oerrososo
N. M,

7
13
23
20
33

train

No. 124

9
7
7
7

25
50
40
25
7 00

50
63
69

Ute Park

E. P. & S. W. Ry.

9 43

41

Lv

arriving

No

2

daily:
5 80
5 15
4 55
4 35
4 25
3 55
3 30
2 55
2 30
12 25
12 05
11 40
11 06
11 15
$10 16

0

OIMAKRONN.M.

Nash
" Harlan

86
89
94

Miles From

biaiiuhd.;

p, m,

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

p.
p.
p.

m.
m.
in
m
m
m
in
m
m
m

p.
a. in
a' m
a. m
a. m
a. hi,
a. m
a. in
a. m
a. m,
a. m

the east.

in Dawson, N.

A

M., 6:15 p. m.

ill

II
i

11::

II

r

Going

to

II,

writes: ""Preventics,

EI Paso?

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

Dr. Snoop's Health Coffee is created
from pure parched grains, malt, nuts,
etc no real coffee in it .Fine in flavor
is "made in a minute." No 20 to 30
minutes tedious boiling. Sample free,

At Torrance at 11:10 A. M.
Be in El Paso at 5:30 P.M.

Cartwright-Davi-

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant jouaney via
the S. P. C. and E. P. & S. W. Take advantage of
this splendid service the first time you have occas-sion

p

ckrgyman

those little Candy Cold Tablets are
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M., working wonders in
my parish." Pre:55 a. m.
ventics surely will check a cold, or
M.
N.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston,
the Grippe, in a very few hours. A.ul
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
Preventics are so safe and harmless
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No quinffle, nothing harsh nor sickenm.
a.
No.
9:27
m.
8,
a.
No. 1, 6:08
ing. Fine for feverish, restless chilNo. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
dren. Box of 48 at 25 cents. Sold by
C.
with
and
Raton
F.
TracK connection with A. T. & S.
Preston,
Ry. at
Stripling, Burrows & Co.
& S. at Des Moines, E. P & S W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
offered
Herewith are some
Cimarron, N. M is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocate, by the New Mexican bargains Com
Printing
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Code of Civil Procedure of the
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo pany:
of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
Territory
Lobo,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
$1;
bound,
paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
W.A.GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
E, J, DEDMN.!
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt
V. Ores, and Gen Mgr- - Gen- - Pass- - Agent ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of
Superintendent
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
RATON. N. JH.
RATON, N.
RATON, N- - JM.
English and Spanish pamphlets, $.25;
Flexible
Sheriff's
full leather, $3;
Cover Pocke
Docket, single, $1.25;
New
two or more books, $1 each;
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each; Compii
ation Corporation Laws, 75c; Compila
tion Mining Laws, 50c; Money's Dfull
Reports,
igest of New Mexico
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks

if?

If.

law
mm

Entering and Leaving Santa Fe Con
;
plied According to Scedule of
Trains Now in Effect.

CITY FREIGHT AND PASSENGER AGENT.

Btttf 11

rrts
W

HME lAiSL.fi ALL LlNfcS

J. P' LYNG.

Lli

TTTVT-T-

J.VMiM

p in

20

B

iSf

2

405pm
3 05

6,295

to go El Paso.

I
V.

R- -

STILES,
General Passenger Agent.
El Paso, Texas,

DIRECT ESOUTE
TO

The Minim Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada; to Denver
i
Colorado Springs and Pueblo is Via the
,

Denver & Bio Grande Railway
Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the San
of Colorado
service, descriptive
For information as to rates,
literature, etc., call on or address

Juan country

t-- ain

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.

Denver, Colo.

.F H. McBRIDE, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

W7HEN

in need of any-Von Earth tty a
thing
MEXICAN WANT AD.

NEW

It will positively brino remits

THURSDAY,

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

QQ

BKAD UP

RKAI) DOWN

II.

X

V

i

s

Co.

The New Mexican Printing company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
inches. These books are
are 10
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
$2.75
Civil or Criminal
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
order. State
full must accompany
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

FOREST NOT COAL LAND.
(Notice for Publication.)
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
November 17th, 190S.
Notice is hereby given that Higinio
Martinez, son of Jose Maria Martinez
y Sandoval, of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
on October 12th, 1903, made Homestead Entry No. 7675 (02541), for S
NW
Section
SW
and N
26, Township 17 N., Range 10 E., N.
M, P. Meridian, has filed notice of In
Five year
tentlon to make Final
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register or
Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
25th day of December, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses: DavN. M.,
id Rodriguez, of Santa Fe
Simon Vigil, of Santa Fe, N. M.; Juan
Lujan, of Santa Fe, N. M.; Matias
Martinez, of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

NOVEMBER 19, 1908.

FMTHiflU SOCIETIfS

Palace.
MASONIC.
Walt Dennis, Kansas City; .Times
Overman, Silverton, Colorado; E. H.
Montezuma Lodge No
Smith, Birmingham, Alabama; James
1. A. F. & A. M. Reuttf
Grunsfeld, Albuquerque; J. M. FreeUlar
coramunIcation
tit
man, Greeley, Colorado; Eiias Clarke,
flr8t Mon!ay of each
sa,
Alcalde; W. H. Curtis, Chicago; W.
montn at
Masonic
B. Freeman, Denver; S. Grunsfield,
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
New York; J. B. Gunther, D. J. Splane,
N. L. KING.
Chicago; E. D. Falke, Denver.
Worthy Master
A.LAN R. M'CORD,
Claire.
Secratary.
, nn',-- ! i,.E. J. Campfield, A. S. Smith, DenSunt:. Fe Chapter No. 1
ver; E. C. Knappe, Mountainair; F.
R. A. M. Regular conD. Collins, St. Louis; J. H.
Curran,
vocation second Monday
Kansas City; George Frenzel, Indianof
each month at
apolis; W. F. Reed, Denver; John A.
Hal at 7:30 p. m.
Laughliu, Trinidad; J. F. Boyer, AlS. SPITZ, H. P.
R.
T.
M.
buquerque
Hazzard,
Bricker, ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
Secretary,
San Francisco; .1. C. Penrose, E. A.
DahTgran, La Junta, Colorado; W. A.
-

--

--

-

Ma-poni- c

;

Brennan,

Santr. Fe Command?ry
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER, E. C.
H. F. SEPHENS, Recorder.

Las Vegas.

Normandie.
)!noso
ojja pue SSj(ijbo mlasor
Luke G. Alapander,
Denver; Antonio
Gomez and son, Alcalde.

Coronado.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Plasik, Mil
waukee; B. F. Harrison, Albuquerque;
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
F A Smith, Gallup; R. W. Yates, W.
14th degree,
Ancient and Accepted
M. Hyndman, Charles
Hynrlman, Ala- Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
mosa.
,
on the third lionday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
It isn't so difficult to strengthen a Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
weak stomach it one goes at it cor- Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
rectly. And this is true of the Heart dially invited to attend.
and Kidneys. The old fashioned way
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32.
of dosing the Stomach or stimulating
Venerable Master.
the Heart or Kidneys is surely wrong!
HENRT F. STEPHENS, 14,
Dr. Shoop first pointed out this error.
Secretary
Go to the weak or ailing nerves of
a. p. o. e.
these organs," said he. Each inside organ has its controlling or "inside
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O.
nerve." When these nerves fail those corns its
regular session on tne sec-n-d
organs then must, surely falter. The
and fourth Wednesdays of each
What Would You Do?
vital truth is leading druggists every- month.
Visiting brothers are Invited
In case of a burn or scald what
where to dispense and recommend Dr. and welcoma.
ould voir do to relieve the pain?
Shoop's Restorative. A few days' test
T. P. GABLE,
Such injuries are liable to occur in will
surely tell! Sold by Stripling, BurExalted Ruler
any family and everyone should be rows & Co.
J. D. SENA.
prepared for them. Chamberlain's
Sacretary
Salve applied on a soft cloth will reThe Normandie Hotel, Santa Fe's
lieve the pain almost instantly, and
unun!ess the injury lis a very severe one, popular $lf50 a day hotel, is now
der
the
of
F.
management
Hugh
will cause the parts to heal without
Extensive improvements are beleaving a scar. For sale by all druging made, the cuisine materially im.y
gists,
proved and the new landlord proposes
to
make the Normandie the best modFOREST NOT COAL LAND.
erate priced hotel in the territory.
(Notice for Publication.)
Give this hotel a try.
CHICAGO & RETURN.
Department of the Interior.
S.
U.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Via Santa Fe,
How to Treat a Sprain.
November 17th, 1908.
Sprains, swellings and lamneness International Livestock Exposition,
Notice is hereby given that Simon
are
promptly relieved by Chamber$52.85.
Lujan, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
reBalm.
Pain
lain's
This
lintiment
Dates
of
October 12th, 190,1, made Homestead
sale, Nov. 29 to Dec. 2nd, 7th
duces inflammation and soreness so
No.
2
7676
S
SW
and 8th. Return limit, Dec. 12, 1908"
(02542), for
Entry,
that a sprain may be cured in about
Sec. 26 and N
NW
Section
the time required by the
35, Township 17 N Range 10 E N. usual treatment. For
sale. by all drugIf you want anything on earth try
M., P. Meridian, has filed notice of
i
a New Mexican want "ad."
gists,
intention to make Final Five year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register or
Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
24th day of December, 1908.
Claimant names at witnesses: Dav
id Rodriguez, of Santa Fe, 'N. M., Si
mon Vigil, of Santa Fe, N. M.; Juan
Lujan, of Santa Fe, N. M.; Matias
Martinez, of Santa Fe, N. M.'
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
2

4

2

a

j

Du-Va- l.

4

2

4

one-thir-

d
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Winter blasts, causing pneumonia,
pleurisy and consumption will soon be
here. Cure your cough now, and
strengthen your lungs with Foley's
Honey 'and Tar. Do not risk starting
the winter with weak lungs, when Foley's Honey and Tar will cure the
most obstinate coughs and colds, and
prevent serious results. For sale by
Stripling, Burrows & Co.
The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities! Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities fo rturning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the West.
Tickling Coughs, can be surely and
quickly loosened with a prescription
Druggists are dispensing everywhere
as Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. And ,1
is so very, very different than common
cough medicine. No opium, no Chloroform, absolutely nothing harsh or unsafe. The tender leaves of a harmless
lung healing mountainous shrub, gives
the curative properties to Dr. Shoop's
Cough Remedy. Those leaves have the
power to calm the most distressing
Cough and to soothe and heal the
most sensitive bronchial
membrane.
Mothers should, for safety's sake alorie
always demand Dr. Shoop's. It can
with perfect freedom be given to even
the youngest babies. Test it yourself!
and see. Sold by Stripling. Burrows

(

I

The King of All

Cylinder Machines

The new "BQ" Columbia Graphophone is the one machine of
its kind. It embodies the very points which have made the
great success of the Disc Graphophones. Compact, convenient, shapely and simple it is an entirely new departure
in ta;kinr machine design.

& Co.

The New Mexican printing company
has ready and for sale
and
correct compilations of the territorial
incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
the territorial roafi laws, pprlce 50
cents, and of the territorial mining
laws, price 50 cents per copy. These
can
be purchased by applying in perHeaaache.
Sick
This distressing disease results from son or by mail at the office of the
a disordered condition of the stomach, company.
and can be cured by taking ChamberFoley's' Honey and Tar clears the
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Get
air
passages, stops the irritation In
store
and
a free sample ut any drug
soothes the inflamed mem
the
throat,
all
sale
For
it.
druggists.
by
try
branes, and the most obstinate cough
The seals and record looks tor no- disappears. Sore and inflamed lungs
taries public for tala by the New are healed and strengthened, and the
Mexican Printing company at very co!d is expelled --from the system. Rereasonable rates. Seals for incoriior--i fuse any but the genuine in the yelFor sale by Stripling,
b ted companies are also handled. Call low package.
i
at or address the New Mexican Print-jl- Burrows & Co.
company. Santa Fe. New Mexico.
If you want anything on earth try
and a New Mexican want "ad."
Legal blanks both " English
Spanish for sale by the New Mex-caSubscribe for the New, Mexican.
Printing company.

Wm

It has t he famous Columbia Aluminum Tone Arm and a
flower
horn swings in any directum.
big

Columbia Graphophone
Type "BQ" on Easy Terms
with a complete outfit of Columbia Cylinder
Records, your owu selection $34 65 in
'
easy weekly term
WRITE TO US for beautiful folder des

criotiveof this new "BQ" Graphophone
We make a speciality of selling
Graphophones by mail and it is just as easy and
satisTacicrv xo you asn you sieppea into our store
and selected the machine yourself.
AGENTS WANTED WHERE WE ARE NOT NOW REPRESENTED.
'
.
Denver Store
507 Sixteenth 8t.
Los Angeles Store
518 S. Broadway,
315 Main 8t.
Dallas Store

......

n

s

j

-

fl

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

1908.

19,

PAGE SEVEN

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

GO TO

COIMIE TO

WILLARD, NEW MEXICO.
THE

HVE

COMMERCIAL

CITY

OF

TIE

EST&NCIA

BELEN, NEW MEXICO.

VftiLFY.
FUTURE RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF
NEW MEXICO.

THE CITY OF WILLARD destined to betheCOUNTY SEAT of
laid out in the fall of 1005
Torrance County New Mexico
It is now
a thriving city of nearly 1000 innabitants. It lies on the main line of ine
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, running east and west frooj
Chicago to all California points and the Santa Fe Central Railway running
from Santa Fe, N. M., in close connection with the Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, ohurches, schools. A live Board of .Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipoing and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.

LOCATED ON BELEN CUT-OFSANTA FE RY

F

OF

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Mam I ine of the Santa Fe
System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Oalvestor and points East to San
Francisco. Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico.
One thousand business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet aid out with broad 80 and
streets, wilh alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees,
public school house, costing $16,000; churches, large mercantile establishments, the Belen Paten'.
Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new up-tdato modern improvement and 3 other Hotels, Commercial Club, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the largest shipping point for wood, flour,
wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central
New Mexico. Its importance as a
commercial
railroad city in the near future cannot be
great
70-fo-

estimated.

THE BELEN TOWN

ITHEWILLARDTOWN&I IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY"
&

ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OFITHE

WILLARD TOWNSITE

BELEN TOWNSITE
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS
OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE ,THROUGH

Offers, for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and rosidence lots on
the townsite situate upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect?, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH

:

.

semi-annuall-

Ck

fv

GQu

Ti7

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded and2.000shadejtreesjon avenues and
streets, no sand or gravel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on EASY PAYMENTS; title perfect; warranty deeds
One third purchase money, cash. Two-thirmay remain on note, with mortgage as security, for
one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.

Js

7r

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNL AV Y,

Vice- - Pres

ds

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER
: ,:

:

INFORMATION

APPLY

TO

:

:

:

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES IF YOU WISH TO SECURE CHOICEST LOTS.

E. P. DAVIES, Agent

THE

of Company.

New Mexico.

Willard,

would be content to wear homemade the serious side I want to talk to now.
gowns in order to admire them a lif- I don't know that I can ever even
etimeI, who love pretty things, who make an attempt to scale that wall. If
like everything as dainty as this," tak- - j I felt I could do so honorably I would
ing her chain of pearl beads and hold-- 1 ' try it with my bare hands." His face
lng them before him, letting them slip lit with an emotion she had never bebetween her well manicured fingers. fore seen in it. "You will call it con-cel- t,
She lied bravely, stifling the memory
but it is that I care so much that
of the little Joyful plans that had for
I don't want you to wait for me If 1
several weeks flitted through her mind
never get the chance to try to climb
a
on
his small
plans for making home
thfl wall to reach you."
income when he should ask her to be
Sb- - put her hand on his impulsively.
his wife.
"But you want to come?" she asked.
Graham, his face pale, spoke slowly.
"More
than anything on earth," he
"Unlike myself, you are never at loss
for words, but I think you have said said, and his face grew whiter.
"Considering the wall I think you
more than your world would consider
had better go now." She followed him
courteous," he said tersely.
Her high strung temperament had to the door and held out her hand. "I
reached a point where she gave her am glad yon care,", she said simply.
When she heard the hall door close
nerves free rein. "As for caring"
she leaned back in her chair and laugh-- j behind him she sat down on the couch
ed recklessly "of course your con- - and stared absently at the torn fan
celt prevents your discovering that I lying on the chair near. She picked It
had been amusing myself. The sum- - j up and tore it slowly and systematicmer was long and dull. . You were the ally into strips.
"I am glad be cares," she said memost available man and interesting because you were less readable than the chanically.
others. One looks with Interest at
In the two 'years that passed she
an unread book.' With such explana
tion I hope your sorrow that you could ' saw Graham occasionally on the street
not decide to ask me to marry you and nodded to him in passing.. Their
will not prove crushing."
She rose, few mutual friends seldom mentioned
,wlth a little ironical smile that inti- him, and she heard only enough to
mated that she was waiting for him know that he was rapidly succeeding
in his profession.
'
to say goodby.
When the servant brought her his
Graham towered above her as he rose.
"Marion, I'm crude, as you say, and card one afternoon she waited until
I am going to tell you that I absolutely the girl had left the room, then read
disbelieve you. You care as much as It over and over. Suddenly she threw
I do. I'll admit that you started out It on her dressing table, drew a long
"with the Intention of amusing yourself breath and went downstairs composand that I met you halfway, thinking edly.
that you might interest yourself and "You are quite a novelty," she said
me at the same time. I had no Idea when he rose to meet her.
that either of us would learn to care. "I've climbed that wall," he said
But we have both of us and yet bluntly, without any prelude.
there fs a barrier preventing my ask"Er what wall?" She raised her
ing you to marry me a wall between eyebrows, with a slightly puzzled
and I don't know that I'll ever be frown.
...
able to get over it."
He put a hand on each of her shoulShe smiled whimsically with the ders and held her facing him.
sudden change of mood characteristic
"Be honest," he said, still holding
of her. ".''
her.
"Tell me about It. I'm full of curiosShe hesitated a minute.
ity. Is it much of a wall, and what
"Well, then how?" she said finally.
": :,'
kind?"
He sat down on the couch and drew
"I'm not at liberty to tell, but it's a her beside him. "Before my father
rather hard one to scale."
died three years ago he told me that
"Glass on top?" laughter coming he had been speculating and that he
back to her face. v,"
had, along with, his own, lost $5,000
- "Figuratively speaking, lots nt it that he held In trust for my little cous-I-n
Are you a child or a woman, Marlon,
Elizabeth. The girl was then eightthat you jump from one mood to an- een, and I promised that I would make
other this way?"
the amount good before her twenty-fir"More of a barometer, I suppose.
birthday. I had Just graduated
But I'm Intensely Interested in that from the medical college, and for fear
wall. It sounds mediaeval. Couldn't I would not be able to save that
you produce a rope ladder as a fitting amount from my first three years'
'
accompaniment, or are such heroic practice he persuaded Elizabeth that
measures for scaling obstacles only he would die happier If he knew we
seen on the stage? I never saw one in would marry some time."
Miss Fenton's quick smile flashed to
real life."
''Girl, there is a serious side to you her eyes.
elusive.:: It's
!'The glass on top of the wall," she
oiw&ere, laitJt'S-.Yer- r.

1

The Wall

Between.
By TROY ALLISON.
Copyrighted, 1907, by E. C. Parcells.
I M-- l:l"H I
"I would ask you to marry me,"
Graham said bluutly, "but I can't."
Her eyes dilated, but she was quick
of wit and action, and her reply caine
without a moment's hesitation.
"Indeed? Your attitude presupposes
that I would accept you if your systematic and well ordered mind had decided upon the asking," ironically.
"Yes, I think you would," he replied
reflectively.
Angry spots blazed on Miss Fenton's
cheeks. "This is--a little too much
from even you." She gripped the arm
of her chair and leaned forward, her
blazing eyes looking closely into his.
"I have never been able to decide Just
what manner of man you are. Your
reticence, your phlegmatic temperament and your crudeness are so foreign to me that they are an unreadable
text. I've thought at times that they
might cloak either a vast amount of
intelligence and capability or the lack
of it. A large man like you only has
to be reticent to make the world think
ihe is a force to be considered
if he
cared to exert himself. I have
dered at times if your reticence
masked a lack of original thought
But under no circumstances had imagined it hid colossal conceit."
Graham's powerful hands, without a
trace of the nerve tension in her own,
took from her the Japanese, fan that
she was unconsciously tearing In

snreas.
"I am hot conceited, but I do think
that you would marry me if I could
task you," this in the fashion of a man
'of little worldly polish. He failed to
soften and explain his statement by
adding that the desire of his heart was
to make her his wife.
She, judging without this Inner
knowledge, fought as a woman
to keep it from being known
that she had given her love unasked.
"I will admit I see no foundation for
your conceit." The ache in her heart
goaded her to merciless cruelty. "How
or why should you think that a woman
of the world like myself, who has been
accustomed to comfort, if not to luxury, should care to marry a young physician without as yet a practice? Perwill-fo- ught

haps, my friend,

you took Btock.. of

jour attractions. They are Impressive,
I'll admit. Your broad shoulders and
physique: In general might also be
counted assets,, but not sufficient to
jalMCj&ejQQnj

j

J

i

-

r
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BELEN TOWN
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JOHN BECKER, President
murmured.
Graham possessed himself of her
hands,
"Exactly so. The top of the wall was
reached yesterday when I turned
over $5,000 to Elizabeth on her twenty-firs- t
birthday. As for the glass tho
child removed it herself and used it
to puncture that colossal conceit you
once attributed to me. She confessed
tearfully that she was head over heels
in love with young Freddie Dempster.
So I've come, girl! What are you going
to do to me?" he asked eagerly.
She saw him, as of old, utterly unable to find the words to express his
feelings.
"I think perhaps I'd better try to
restore that colossal conceit," she said,
but her eyes reflected the light In his.
Making a Bargain.

A

great tenor had been singing for

IMPROVEMENT CO.,
WM. M. BERGER' Secretary.

RAW LUNGS.

WAHTS

When the lungs are sore and inflamed, the germs of pneumonia and
constipation find lodgement and multiply. Foley's Honey and Tar cures the
cough germs, cures the obstinate rackFOR SALE Good
upright piano
ing cough, heals the lungs and prevents serious results. The genuine is nquire at Wagner Furniture company
For sale by store.
dn the yellow package.
&
Co.
Burrows
Striplin,
FOR RENT Small house near D. fe
R. G. depot; $8 per month. T. P. Vie-tDISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
rv.
Owing to the fact that the partnership
existing between Dr. J. M. Diaz and
WANTED A competent cook atU;.
Dr. J. A. Rolls, terminated automaticVincent'8
Sanitarium. Apply to Sister
ally on November 6th, 1908, It is reGood wages and comfortable
Superior.
quested that all persons owing the hom.
firm settle their accounts before November 20th. After thi9 date the reWANTED Sales ?gents. Thirty-si- x
maining accounts will be placed in the dollars per week or 40
per cent prohands of J. W. Mayes for collection.
fit. All samples, stationery and art
catalogues free. We want one permanRead the pain formula on a box of ent agent In this locality for the largPink Pain Tablets. Then ask your est picture and frame house In Amerdoctor if there Is a better one. Pain ica. Experience unnecessary. We inmeans
congestion blood pressure struct you how to sell our goods and
somewhere. Dr. ShooD's Pink Pain furnish capital. If you want a permanTablets check headache pains, woman- ent, honorable and profitable position,
ly pains, pains anywhere. Try one, and write us today for particulars, catasee! 20 for 25c. Sold by Stripling, logue and samples. Frank W. Williams
Burrows & Co.
Co., 1214 W. Taylor St.. Chicago. 111.
o

some hours into a phonograph.
"The phonograph," he said, "is a
wonderful thing.
It almost realizes
the wish of the Scottish poet, the wish
that we might see ourselves as others
see us. We can now, at least, hear
ourselves. When I was in the army,
before I realized the capabilities of my
voice, I played the flute. A phonograph
salesman brought a phonograph to my
quarters and tried to sell It to me. I
was undecided. Finally the man took
YOU HIT THE RIGHT FEED
out a blank cylinder.
"'See,' he said, rather reluctantly,
wh
yon strike this establishment..
You may
here is a blank cylinder.
We
handle nothing but
make a record on it, then we will run
It off and you shall hear yourself. It's
FIRST-CLASFLOUR AND' FEED
a costly favor I am doing you, but It
will show you what a fine instrument
TLoae who have dealt with us don't
this is.'
have to be told how excellent our spe-- '
"I was delighted.
vuuuw are: Ana wose wno dont
..."Til get my flute,' ' I said. Til play
know out flour and feed are forins
a flute solo.'
something every day they remain un"Well, I played my best Into the maacquainted. If you are one of these
chine. It seemed to me that I had
you should give us a trial order t
never combined before such feeling
:..
.once, ,
with such accuracy. I was more than
lots Aaency For
pleased with myself. Then the man
INTERNATIONAL VTQ'K. FOOPj
put in the cylinder, and the music began to issue forth. I frowned.
"'Is that me? I said.
,
"'Yes, sir,' said the man.
'"Really me, just as I played?
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
" Trecisely, sir, precisely. And now, FLOUR,
HAY, GRAIN, POTATOE8, SALT AND SEEDS.
said he, 'do you want to buy the phono- The
Only Exclusive Grain House In 8anta Fa. New Mexlc.
"
S

'

LEO HERSCInl

graph?
"No, said I. .'I want to sell the
flute.

Mall.

HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE.
The above Is the name of a German
chemical, which ia one of the most
valuable Ingredients of Foley's Kidney
Remedy. Hexamethylenetetramlne is
recognized by medical text books and
authorities as a .uric acid solvent and
antiseptic for the urine. Take Foley's
Kidney Remedy as soon as you notice
any drregularities, and avoid a serious
For sale by Stripling, Burmdlady
rows ft Co.

WHY NOT GO THERE NOW
Los Angeles
San Diego $56.90

VIA

pis

San Francisco, $66,90
Return limit, 6 months.
Stop-over- s

allowed.

See Santa Fe Ticket Agent, Cairo Block
or at the Santa F Beset

.
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PLUM PUDDING.
OYSTER COCKTAIL.
Ferndell brand, No. 1 cans, 35c. No,
Use Ferndell Oyster Cocktail sauce.
2 cans, 65c.
This is a fine flavored
Pour over Sealshipt oysters, add a
as rich as the
and
not
pudding
dash ot Worcestershire Sauce and let rican.
Franco-Americalnrli- bestand i na cold Iplace for an
vidtial tins .each 15c. Very nice for
fore serving. Ferndell Cocktail Sauce a formal dinner ns each portion Is
No. l eans
regular 30c, special lor the Holidays, molded in 2pyramid shape.
No.
40c.
75c.
This
is a very
cans,
25c.
Sealshipt oysters, Blue Point, rich
pudding.
35c a pint .
NEW NUTS.
SOUPS.
New crop English walnuts. The No.
.' Franco American soups, quart cans,
1, soft shell, and new crop soft shell40c each. Condensed soups, 12
ed almonds are now in. This year's
per can. Armour's and Cudahy's crop is of a very good quality.
FRESH VEGETABLES.
Beef Extracts for Bouillon.
CANNED PEAS.
Eastern and native sweet potatoes,
French peas, young, tender and well native celery, California lettuce, cabetc.
huge, parsnips,
can, 25c.
colored,
OLD MEXICO ORANGES.
packBeaumarchand,
French peas,
We
receive only one shipment of
ed In boullion, ready seasoned for use,
Old
Mexica
Knip-soh'- s
oranges each year. This
can.
;)0c
per
Tiny, very fancy,
silted peas. No. 2 cans, young year's shipment is now in. They are
other
and tender, 2 cans 45c. Ferndell peas, very juicy a'hd sweeter than anyseason.
this
to
at
1
be
had
orange
No.
2
25c:
No.
extra sifted,
cans,
40c and 50c.
cans, 20c: No. 1 cans, 2 for 35c. Super- Price moderate, 30c, 35c,
1
GRAPES.
fine sifted No. cans, 15c. Marrowfats,
tender but large size, 15c. Sunburst.
California grajpes of several differ
12 c
and 15c, as to quality. Very ent varieties we are selling nt loc
special prices by the caso.
per pound. Imported Almerica grapes
are now at their best, per pound 30c.
CANNED ASPARAGUS.
1
30c.
Large, We only handle the extra fancy grade.
Fancy tijps, No. cans,
50c.
No.
2
NEW DRIED FRUITS.
No.
cans,
white peeled,
2
2
cans, green, 35c. No. 1 cans
New dried fruits, including raisins
tips, not very firm, but good flavor, and figs are now in stock. Import25c.
ed washed figs, No .1 size cartoons,
TOMATOES.
25c. California figs, 16 oz. packages,
No. 2 cans, slack filled cans, each, each 10c. Table raisins, per pound,
5c.
No. 2 cans Sunburst, 10c. No. 15c and 25c, and pears, peaches and
This is an apricots, 15c per pound. Apples and
3 cans Sunburst, 12
'prunes, 12
extra good western pack.

Wrood-Davi- s

Hardware Co.
Assistant Postmaster W.

Wood-Davi-

i

j

2

2

1--

c.

c.

ART

KODAKS & PHOTO

and

SUPPLIES

Schu-eppl- e

is off duty for four days to enable him to go hunting.
Come and see the great cooking
wonder at our store all next week. See
advertisement in this paper. Wood-Davi- s
Hardware Co.
Dr. F. C. Bakes, oculist of Albu
querque, will be at the Claire Hotel
to receive patients, from Friday until
Monday.
Stripling Burrows & Co. have what
you want. Come and see.
The prices for tonight's opera,
"Chimes of Normandy," will be 50
cents admission and 75 cents for reserved seats.
We are giving free $7.50 worth of
wares at bur store next week. See advertisement in this paper for particulars. Wood-Davi- s
Hardware Co.
The Fische Drug company
has
y
been made a
for the Wells- Fargo Express company in this city
and is now prepared to write express
money orders.
Drop in and have a cup ot coffee
and hot biscuits at our store any day
next week. Will be glad to see you if
you intend to buy or not. Wood-Davi- s

-

Wood-Davi-

For the Home People

wonder.

DEVELOPING PRINTING
We Make a
AND ENLARGING.
Specialty of
Send for Catalogue.
Mail orders given prompt attention.
HOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY,
510 S. Broadway, Las Angeles, Calif.

I

REDUCED PRICES ON

J. C. McComvery, foreman of the
press room of the New Mexican Print
ing company, who has been quite sick
at his home on East Palace avenue, is
reported to be improving rapidly and
will likely be out in a few days. Mr.
McConvery narrowly escaped an attack of pneumonia.
The Woman's Aid Society o the
First Presbyterian church will meet at
2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon with
Hardware Co
Mrs. W. E. Griffin. The ladles have
Santa Fe lodge No. 2, I. O. O. F., completed arrangements for their anwill hold its regular weekly meeting nual sale and
supper which will take
this evening at Odd Fellow's hall on place at the Public Librory on TuesSan Francisco street. Visiting mem- day evenng next and
they extend a
bers of the order are invited to be cordial invitation to the
public to
N
present.
Why buy a cat in a sack At our exhibit next week we will show you a Subscribe tor the New Mexican.

mum

WOULD BE

.

;sl'

TORES

CALIFORNIAN

-

s

C

Personal Mention

.

The best table in Santa Fe at the
Normandie for the money. Meals, 25
cents.
Manager Dettelbach will have the
finest pictures yet shown, on Friday
night at the opera house.
Biscuits baked right in three minutes every day next week at our store.

l--

Wood-Davi- s

Hardware Co.
SECRETARY OF NAVY.
Train report for this evening: Santa
Fe train No. 1, first section 6:50; sec(Continued From Page Five.)
Washington, Nov. IS. The name of
ond section 7 o'clock; No. 9, 50 minutes
George A. Knight, the California oraMaynard Gunsel, Albuquerque capi- tor who succeeded Mr. 5Taft's nomina
late; ,Nos. 7, 4 and S on time; Denver
has returned from a trip to Los tor who seconded Mr. Taft's nominaand Rio Grande 2 hours
New
talist,
late;
Mexico Central on time.
tion at Chicago, is the latest to figure
Angeles, California.
The regular
Miss Laura
Moore, the petit in cabinet,
meeting of
gossip. It is understood
Santa Fe Chapter No 19, Order of prima donna of the Boston Ideal Op- Mr. Knight has intimated to some of
of
the Eastern Star, will be called to or- era company, at the close
the his friends that he is in a receptive
der at' 7:30 o'clock this evening at Ma- troupe's engagement in this city to- position and wou'd not be adverse to
sonic hall Sojourning members of the night, will sever her connection with accepting the partfolio of te navy.
order are cordially invited to be pres- the company and will leave tomorrow
WILL RETURN $101
ent.
morning for New York City, where
Dear Old Man:
Your she has signed a contract with one
Your business appreciated.
Hope you don't think I have forgotdrug wants supplied any time, day or of the big eastern comic opera comte $10 I owe you. Last time I
ten
season.
of
the
panies for the balance
night.- Stripling Burrows & Co.
was
in Denver I ran in hard luck and
as
Moore's
Miss
o'clock
2:30
at
afternoon
Tomorrow
exceptional ability
the regular meeting of the Woman's an actress was brought to the atten- was short, as you will ' remember. But
several good
Auxiliary will be held at the home of tion of an eastern manager recently this time I've found
and
through
offer
put
every single
an
she
received
A
things
and
Mrs Weltmer.
promptly
special meeting of
deal.
the Guild will tilso be held at the same which was accepted.
Makes an awful difference to a busiFrank A. McHugh, private secretary
time.
man what, hotel he stops at. This
ness
to
W.
leave
H.
LOST On my way to school Tues
Andrews, will
Delegate
is
first time at The Albany Hotel,
resume
to
for
my
this
evening
Washington
day afternoon, antique gold bracelet,
set with large topaz. Finder please his duties in the office of the Delegate-Befor- e and by Jove it's a winner. I've seen
returning home he will visit more business done at this hotel than
return to this office and claim liberal
several
places in Canada. He expects on all Seventeenth street. I've made
Elizabeth
Duval.
reward,
I
but say I don't want to brog.
Millett Clancy, son of Mr. and Mrs. to come back to New Mexico after the
session.
of
on
ten.
Come
the
to
short
want
return
that
you
H.
Clancy, or this city, wno is a adjournment
up to the Albany at noon and have
cadent at the New Mexico Military
WANTED At the Valley Ranch ex- lunch with me. I'll look for you in
Institute at Roswell, has been seri- woman prefer- the lobby.
511 with
tyPhol(1 fever- Dut ls perienced general cook;
So Long,
References.
red.
Valley
Address,
now on. the road to recovery thanks
A. D. T.
to the excellent hospital facilities at Ranch, New Mexico.
the Institute.
The Majestic Manufacturing Co., of
St. Louis, Mo., will have a man at the
s
Hardware Co., stofe all
next week who will show you how to
bake biscuits brown, top and bottom
in three minutes.
Don't miss this
chance of seeing the great cooking
,

ware Co.

j
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CITY TOPICS

Fresh candy. Came in by express.
Stripling Burrows & Co.
Be sure and call at our sure one
Hardday next week.

Franco-Ame-

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1003.

Majestic in actual operation.

Weather forecast for New X
Mexico:
Fair tonight and Fri- day with cooler weather in the $
St
southeastern portion tonight.

GROCERS AND BAKERS,

if.

Navajo Blankets, Mexican Blankets, Drawn Work, Souvenir
China, Gold and Silver Filigree.
Have received a large consig

nment and must sail.

J. S. CANDELAR10 Proprietor.
301-30-

San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

3

N, Al.

COOICIMG B3CHIBITIOM
OF THE

MALLEABLE

GREAT MAJESTIC

IRON RANGE

OUR STORE

AT

ONE WEEK

AND CHARCOAL

ONE WEE K

NOVEMBER 23RD. TO 28TH. 1908 INCLUSIVE.

Facts About
The Great Majestic flange

S7;50
Set of Wase

Sl

iSfl

18oz.Niekel-PlaleCoppei-TealCctl-

It is the only range in the world made of
Malleable and Charcoal Iron.
It has, beyond any question of a doubt, the

j

el

Nickel Plat
AH Copper Coffee Pol

51

largest and best reservoir.
It uses about half the fuel used on other
ranges, and does better work by far.
The Majestic All Copper Nickeled Reser-

" ' With every Majestic Range sold during this
Cooking Exhibition we will give absolutely Free,
one handsome set of ware as shown. This ware is
worth 7.50 if it is worth a cent. It is the best that
can be bought. We don't add 7.50 to the price of
the range and tell you you are getting the ware
free, but sell all Majestic Ranges at the regular
price. You get the ware free. Remember, this
is for exhibition week only. Ware will not be
given after this week. This ware is on exibition
at our store, and must be seen to be appreciated.
Come in any day during the week. Make
Have coffee and
our store you headquarters.
biscuits with us.
'
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Everybody Welcome

Hardware
J-

"ir"

Wire--

B

Everybody Welcome
V

We don't ask you to take our word for any of th
PROOF
above statements, but if you will call at our store, a man from the
factory where Majetic Ranges are made, will prove to your satisfaction that these are absolute facts, and will show you many more
reasons why the Great MaJestic Range is absolutely the best that
money can buy.

SQ

V

or not; the information gained

4

10m Bottom.

8

t,

it

,

non-breakab-

Come, if you intend to buy

'S,

voir heats the water quicker and hotter than any
other. It is the only reservoir with a removable
frame.
:.v
The Charcoal Iron Body of the Great Majestic Range lasts three times as long as a steel body.
Being made of
material, there
is practically no expense for repairing the Majestic.
As for baking, it is perfection; not only for
a few months, but for all time to come.
A Great Majestic Range last three times
as long as a cheap range, but it don't cost three
times as much.
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